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The G wews 
Bowling Tireen 'State University Thursday, October 5, 1978 
Voting booths may be located in Union 
By Terry Potosnak 
Staff Reporter 
University voters will be able to cast 
their ballots at the University in the 
Nov. 7 election as a result of a motion 
passed unanimously by the Wood 
County Board of Elections yesterday. 
But before a voting place can be 
designated, the space request must be 
cleared through the office of Richard A. 
Edwards, assistant to the University 
president. Board Chairman Helen Ish 
said. 
So far, the board has received only a 
letter from James M. Sharp, director of 
space assignments, allowing the White 
Dogwood Suite in the University Union 
to be used for that purpose, Ish said. 
Newsphotosby Bill Gllmore 
HOWARD LESTER, organizer of the Young Democrats on cam- 
pus, apologizes for remarks he made about Republican members of 
the County Board of Election*. 
Collective bargaining 
in 'listening session' 
By Paula Wlnslow 
Staff Reporter 
A "listening session" about 
establishing collective bargaining 
for University faculty is expected to 
comprise the bulk of today's Board 
of Trustees meeting at 10 a.m. in the 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
"The agenda has been purposely 
kept on the light side to allow us time 
for this listening session," Richard 
A. Edwards, University vice 
president and board secretary, 
explained earlier this week. "There 
will be no constraint on length or 
mode of expression." 
Several individuals have 
requested to address the board 
about their stance on the issue. 
When the scheduled speakers finish, 
"the floor will be open for all points 
of view to be heard on the matter," 
Edwards added. 
HE SAID faculty members have 
been encouraged to attend the 
meeting, which originally was 
scheduled for the 200-seat Assembly 
Room in McFall Center. 
Dr. Ralph H. Wolfe, professor of 
English and Bowling Green Faculty 
Association (BGFA) president, said 
be will present a statement about 
that organization's support for an 
election establishing a faculty 
bargaining agent.    
BGFA, which favors unionization, 
last spring originated a pledge card 
campaign to determine faculty 
support for such an election. Wolfe 
added that he sent letters last week 
to all department heads urging them 
to attend the meeting. 
DR.   ROBERT   C.   ROMANS, 
associate professor of biology, will 
present the viewpoints of a loosely 
organized group of faculty who are 
opposed to or undecided about 
establishing collective bargaining. 
Romans, who will act as a 
spokesman for the "ad hoc com- 
mittee of opposition to the 
unionization of BGSU," said about 15 
faculty members were asked to 
attend the group's first meeting 
Sept. 24. 
The committee supports a faculty 
election on the issue, but prefer it not 
to be scheduled until spring quarter, 
he said. 
"Those fighting for unionization 
have been at it for over a year and 
the opposition haven't had an op- 
portunity to counter it," he ex- 
plained "We're asking for a 
reasonable amount of time to make 
a lucid decision." 
The board must approve a faculty 
election on the issue if it is to be held 
But Edwards said a decision at 
today's meeting is unlikely. 
The meeting Is public. 
Vote   is   unanimous 
EDWARDS HAS been in Columbus 
and will make a decision when he 
returns. 
Ish said that she believes the 
University administration will accept 
the space request although she has 
reservations about establishing a 
polling place in the White Dogwood 
Suite. 
"This board needs to control the 
election and we can't control it on the 
second floor," she said, adding that 
other activities going on in the Union 
may hamper that control. 
Instead, Ish favored the Alumni 
Center as an appropriate voting place. 
"WE HAVE requested that the space 
assignment be on the first floor, that it 
be easily accessible," Ish said. 
Albert Newlove, democratic board 
member, said he preferred the White 
Dogwood Suite although he said he 
"Just wants it on campus." 
"As far as controlling it, that's us," 
he said. "If we can't control that 
doggone thing, there's something 
wrong with us." 
Clyde Scott, Republican board 
member, moved that "our chairman 
and our director meet with the ap- 
propriate University authorities to 
establish a polling place for 1-C (the 
University precinct) on campus in 
which criteria as established by statute 
are followed." 
THOSE STATUTES state that flags 
must be positioned 100 yards from the 
voting place and all activity within 
those flags is controlled by the board. 
The motion was unanimously ap- 
proved. 
The decision to move the University 
precinct polling place to the University 
came as a result of a request submitted 
to the board by Newlove last week. 
Such a move has been considered by 
the board before, but no request was 
submitted until this year, Ish said 
The University voter registration 
effort, headed by Howard Lester, 
founder chairman of the Campus 
Democrats, has generated more than 
1,000 new student registrations, enough 
for about two or three more precincts, 
Ish noted. 
"THERE IS definitely a space 
problem at Ridge Street School (where 
students now must go to vote)," Ish 
said. "If we have three more boards in 
the gymnasium at Ridge Street School, 
we will not have enough room." 
She also noted that the 20 voting 
machines needed to accomodate the 
increased number of voters will not fit 
in the school. 
Newlove said a town precinct already 
uses the Ridge Street School facilities. 
There are only 10 parking spaces 
located there, he said, adding, "Our 
boss, Ted Brown (secretary of state), 
says we should have a polling place In 
the precinct" 
A question was raised concerning the 
law which states that voters must be 
notified within 30 days of an election if a 
polling place is moved. 
Ish said that is true. 
"IT WHX TAKE a monumental 
effort but it must be done and we will do 
it," she said. "We will uphold our end of 
the bargain." 
In related business, Scott referred to 
an article in last week's News in which 
Lester   accused   Republican   board 
members of hindering the movement of 
the polling place. 
"I am astonished at these ac- 
cusations," Scott said, adding that he 
believed an apology was in order. 
Lester said that information he 
received from a confidential source led 
him to believe that the Republicans 
were hindering his efforts. However, he 
did apologize to the board. 
CLYDE SCOTT (RIGHT) Republican board member, confers with 
another board member about a story In the News In which Howard 
Lester charged that the Republicans were trying to prevent a 
polling place on campus. 
Student groups to oppose 
faculty collective bargaining 
By Cynthia Leise 
Staff Reporter 
Representatives from campus groups 
met after the Student Government 
Association (SGA) meeting last night 
and authorized SGA's representative to 
the Board of Trustees to oppose 
collective bargaining for University 
faculty. 
Frank Aveni, SGA representative to 
the board, said he opposed it and 
capsuled for the representatives the 
positive and negative effects collective 
bargaining would have on students. 
He said negative effects include the 
faculty's right to strike, higher salaries 
and resulting increases in Instructional 
fees, a loss of the student's voice in 
University affairs and positive aspects 
of an improvement in the University's 
image to talented young professors. 
SGA president Michael C. VoU fur- 
ther capsuled Avenl's opposition by 
saying, "What this means is that 
students get the shaft" 
Commuter Center representative 
Robert Braley agreed, saying that even 
the possibility of a strike by faculty 
would damage the University, citing 
the threat of a postal strike which he 
said hurt the country. 
"Think how much happens because of 
the work strike," Braley said. 
"Everything grinds to a halt." 
All the representatives of the groups 
agreed to authorize Aveni to make 
strong objections to collective 
bargaining at today's trustee meeting, 
which is to be directed to the collective 
bargaining question. Trustees will hear 
evidence for and against voting to allow 
the faculty to vote on whether they 
should have collective bargaining, 
although they will take no action at 
today's meeting. 
At its meeting, SGA received 
assurances from Campus Safety and 
Security Director William R. Bess that 
one of the police building's back rooms 
will be available for the escort service. 
Other police representatives had 
earlier said only one dispatcher could 
locate in the building because persons 
who ran the service spring quarter, 
when it started, had disrupted police 
decorum. 
However, Bess told SGA members 
the department "supports it 110 per- 
cent" and "all problems can be over- 
come." 
Bess also told the group that 
recommendations from the Ad Hoc 
Panel for the University Police (for- 
merly the name of Campus Safety and 
Security) will be utilized "almost 100 
percent no matter how far off the wall 
it seems." The panel had recommended 
sweeping reforms of the police after 
their investigation into the department 
had pinpointed major failings, in- 
cluding discrimination against 
minorities and women. 
He also indicated that the police has 
already begun some of those changes, 
including a growth of the program 
using students to patrol the campus, a 
campaign to promote bicycle safety 
and the purchase of a four-wheel drive 
vehicle which will be equipped with 
Jumper cables to assist students with 
minor problems with their cars. 
SGA also discussed proposed 
guidelines for the escort service, which 
is to be re-opened Oct 16. The service 
escorted more than 400 women last 
year, when it was begun. 
Some senators and VoU said they 
wanted to draft policies which would 
prohibit students from using it as a 
chauffeuring service. 
SGA senator John C. Bell told the 
News after the meeting that he still 
supports allowing persons to use the 
service for anything other than tran- 
sport to a bar "because you can get 
raped and assaulted anywhere, no 
matter where you are going or why." 
Final escort service policies will be 
made at next week's meeting. 
In other action, SGA heard a report 
from senator Ed Berger that the study 
lounges in Conklin were converted to 
four-man rooms this week and the 
University's housing office had already 
moved men into the rooms. Berger said 
that move had caused a shortage in 
study space in the dormitory, and SGA 
agreed to monitor the conversion of the 
study rooms and see that it does not 
extend past fall quarter. 
SGA officials also distributed to 
senators a survey to be given to about 
1,200 students ranking problems to be 
studied by SGA. Those problems will 
then be assigned to senators to tackle, 
VoU said. 
Inside the News 
NEWS: The University's popular culture department is nationaUy 
known. Read John Lammers' story on Page}. 
Weather High64F(J8C) Low4«F(8C) 20 percent chance of rain 
Firefighters' next hike 
to be based on merit 
By John Lammers 
Wire Editor 
While it appears some progress was 
made in the meeting between picketing 
city firefighters and the city ad- 
ministration Tuesday, a final 
agreement is not expected soon. 
According to both sides, the city 
promised that the next salary hike for 
firefighters would be a merit increase. 
They gave no specific date for the raise, 
although Municipal Administrator, 
Wesley K. Hoffman, said It would be 
implemented "at the earliest possible 
date." 
The firefighters have been picketing 
since Sept. 25 because they said the city 
has withheld promised merit increases 
for three and a half years. 
IN THE CLOSED meeting the ad- 
ministration told the firefighters, ac- 
cording  to  assistant  municipal  ad- 
ministrator, David G. WiUmarth, that 
the city will meet with firefighters at 
the end of this month to consider the 
merit pay. 
WiUmarth said the city wiU get a tax 
settlement from Wood County in "late 
October" to determine if there it 
enough money for the raises. 
Hoffman has contended since the 
start of the picketing that the city could 
not afford the step Increases, based on 
length of service. 
THE FIREFIGHTERS, however, 
said they were disappointed that the 
city gave no specific date for the In- 
creases. In a statement they said the 
city gave no "commitment or definite 
time schedule...indicating to us that we 
could wait another three and one half 
years." 
Both sides said the meeting was 
calm, a contrast to heated exchanges 
between sides during Monday's City 
Council meeting. WiUmarth said it was 
because "everybody had an opportunity 
to speak their peace." 
Floyd Chamberlain, spokesman for 
the plcketers, said, "there was no dog- 
eat-dog." 
Chamberlain also said chances for 
successful negotiations are somewhat 
better. "We're in a talking mood. Once 
the two sides start talking, they're 
going to work this thing out," he said. 
But the firefighters plan to picket 
until an agreement is reached, he said, 
claiming, "We want to get off the street 
with pride." 
MEMBERS OF the city ad- 
ministration said they did not expect 
picketing to continue yesterday. Hof- 
fman said, "I guess they don't beUeve it 
(MiecHr'iOTBUj),"  
Chamberlain said the firefighters 
met this morning and decided to con- 
tinue picketing. 
He also said WiUmarth initiated 
Tuesday's meeting. "Dave came to me 
and said, 'We have got to have a 
meeting.'" 
IN OTHER remarks from the 
statement firefighters said, "Hoffman 
indicated to us that he would not be in 
favor of, or recommend, any sort of 
legilation guaranteeing step in- 
creases." The firefighters said they 
want legislation to make the step in- 
creases set on a specific timetable. 
Hoffman claims the cost-of-living 
increases given over the last three and 
a half years keep the firefighters even 
with inflation without losing steps on 
their contracts, which could be used in 
the future. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
applause, applause 
The News would like to applaud a move made yesterday by the Wood 
County Election Board to ease the problem of University student voting 
by allowing an on—campus polling place. 
The motion, however, is only the start of the issue. It seems that the 
big question now Is where to locate the new precinct so that It may benefit 
the most students. 
The old location, Ridge Street School, has, proved obsolete for the 
University's purposes. The old precinct just could not handle the l.OOO 
plus newly registered voters, the added voting machines and city voters. 
So far the two recommendations for the new location are: the White 
Dogwood Suite, Union, or the Alumni Center. 
The Alumni Center is just as far for some students to walk to as it 
would be to the school, thereby partially defeating the purpose of 
establishing an on—campus polling area. Only the White Dogwood 
Suite seems appropriate. It is in the center of campus and easily ac- 
cessible to most students. 
Control of the polling area should not be a major Issue as long as 
election regulations (the placing of signs near doors, for example) are 
observed. We agree with Albert Newlove, democratic board member, 
that if the area cannot be controlled anywhere it is placed, then there is 
something drastically wrong with the board, not the location. 
We congratulate the board on its decision as it stands so far and do not 
foresee any problems with the implementation of this Important 
program. 
We also hope that the board's decision Is not overshadowed by any 
silly campus space assignment politics. 
guest column 
b.s.u.'s effectiveness is at stake 
If you're planning to come to the 
Black Student Union meeting tonight, 
please be prepared to engage in some 
serious and constructive discussion. 
The direction of our future Is In 
question, the way we will choose is 
uncertain. 
Some of us have been addressing 
ourselves to the question of our Black 
student organizations on various oc- 
casions at various times. Well, this is 
the year that the massive personnel 
turnover we've been hinting at for some 
time will eventuate. 
For the past couple of years our 
general campus organizations, (B.S.U., 
B.B.C.A. and Obsidian) have been 
guided by leadership that proved to be 
dedicated and hard working. These 
people should be congratulated by those 
of us who still hold fast to the dreams of 
our foremothers and fathers: Total 
freedom and equality in America and 
throughout the world. 
Kelvin 
Dale 
Now our problem is that this 
leadership must give way to a younger, 
fresher generation of leadership. 
THE BOARD OF BLACK Cultural 
Activities will probably be able to make 
the transition easiest. This group will 
have a couple of experienced people 
who will remain at least one more year. 
It will also be helped by a portion of the 
enormous talent that we've developed 
on campus the past couple years. 
There will be some problems in 
getting the B.B.C.A. structure running 
Jimmy's bridgmork for mideasl peace! 
paulapourri 
bg prestige: a matter of tactics 
Last week in my American Gover- 
nment class, just as I was about to be 
eaten by a rampaging giant Socialist, I 
was awakend from my impromptu 
nightmare by the student in front of me 
who handed me a reprint of an article 
titled "Harvard Rated Tops in Snob 
Appeal." 
Partly because of a sleepy, but 
persistent curiosity and partly because 
the instructor had ordered the class to 




It told of a new guide to U.S. colleges 
which rates the schools according to 
social prestige, social achievement and 
faculty  salaries  (these  traits being 
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collectively known as snob appeal). 
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and even City 
College of New York were listed as 
perching on the top rungs of the 
university ladder. 
BUT AS I continued reading, an 
uneasy feeling crept into my stomach 
After ruling out the possibility of having 
indigestion from my instant oatmeal, I 
concluded that I was experiencing a 
growing sense of self-righteousness 
about BGSU. 
Much to my surprise our beloved 
University in a Cornfield didn't even 
place in the top tea 
But then, the competition was tough. 
There aren't too many Kennedys from 
Hyannis Port on the University alumni 
list, much less any Rockefellers or 
Fitzgeralds or Baileys. 
The book's editors probably didn't 
even bother to check if Perrysburg or 
Waterville has a social register, much 
less that some deserving University 
alumnus could be listed in it 
UPON NOTING the absence of the 
University on that most prestigious list, 
President Moore and Provost Ferrari 
probably resigned themselves to their 
offices to contemplate the depressing 
thoughts of declining enrollment. 
They should be discussing clever 
ploys to attract the up-turned noses of 
some classy future freshmen who 
might shed some snobbishness on our 
average middle class campus. 
It can be done. After all, what was 
Harvard before Henry Wlnkler studied 
there? 
We could add prestige to the In- 
dustrial education department by 
recruiting Laverne and Shirley as 
model students. 
AND HOW ABOUT printing up our 
own Bowling Green social register? 
Candidates for the volume might be the 
student who rushed through the most 
sororities or fraternities in one quarter, 
the dorm resident who has the most 
beer cans stacked in his window or the 
student who managed to schedule 
classes only on Tuesdays. 
As for lucrative faculty salaries, if 
the University budget won't allow for 
cost of living raises, maybe a com- 
promise could be worked out offering 
social prestige instead of a few extra 
bucks for groceries. 
Deserving communications teachers 
could receive free use of an off-campus 
mailbox, a home economics professor 
could win a shopping spree to Pem- 
bervllle and a diligent sociology in- 
structor could be presented with a 
reserved seat in Howard's on Thursday 
nights. 
There already are some snobbishly 
appealing assets at the University 
which surely outshine those of the other 
colleges. Can Harvard's cafeterias 
offer: anything close to the Union's 
chili? Can any of Philadelphia's 
historical landmarks near the 
University of Pennsylvania claim even 
half the charm of the Educational 
Memorabilia Center (better known as 
the Little Red Schoolhousel? Is the 
aroma hovering over City College of 
New York comparable to the one 
emulating from Poe Ditch? 
WITH A LITTLE publicity, un- 
suspecting billionaires and soon-to-be 
tycoons would flock to Bowling Green to 
wear a Falcon emblazoned sweatshirt 
and white painter's pants. 
Tim Conway and Nate Thurmond 
were only the beginning. 
Paola Winsow is a staff reporter for 
the News. 
smoothly because of the quarrel over 
elections   vs.   appointments.   That's 
' something we'll ha ve to talk about. 
The changes to be made within the 
Obsidian will be slight by no means. 
They will prove to be painful for a while 
but will present problems less com- 
plicated than those surely to be 
spawned by the structural changes 
within the B.S.U. 
The Obsidian is entering its third 
year, and therefore has a generation of 
staff members who have been with it 
since its enception In Nov. 1976. 
These people have grown with the 
publicaiton and are just about ready to 
take over the operations. During this 
which this new constitution is designed 
will ensure and even facilitate B.S.U. 
self-destruction If this practice con- 
tinues. Simply, this type of selfishness 
must cease; if not, the B.S.U. will die. 
These aren't the only problems faced 
by the retiring generation of BJS.U. 
leadership. Their's Is the task of 
overseeing elections during a time 
several groups on campus have chosen 
to make their "plays" for power within 
theB.S.U. 
ONE OF THESE groups, with some 
administrative backing, seems to want 
total control of the B.S.U. I am opposed 
to their gaining complete control, not 
because I dislike or mistrust this group, 
'For the past couple of years a lot of Black 
students have been attracted to B.S.U. only when 
they need help. The way in which this new 
constitution is designed will ensure...self- 
destruction if this practice continues.' 
year the job of the older staff members 
is to ensure a smooth transition by 
helping and encouraging our younger 
generation as much as possible. 
These younger people could stand 
some of your love and good wishes too; 
pat them on the back sometime. 
OUR FIRST issue will be out at the 
end of next week, we're coming, please 
be patient. 
Earlier I mentioned structural 
changes within the B.S.U. To the casual 
observer a new constitution and 
execuctlve council "Junta" (made up 
of three elected officers who will 
oversee two other appointments) might 
not seem reason to be concerned. 
Well, I happen to think that how we 
handle these changes will determine 
whether the B.S.U. will survive in its 
present progressive form. 
For the past couple of years a lot of 
Black students have been attracted to 
the B.S.U. only when they needed help. 
This is not to say that everybody is a 
pimp, but that a lot of people become 
concerned only when concern is to thelr 
immediate  advantage.   The way in 
Letters 
but because I don't want to see the 
B.S.U.'s colors, red black and green, 
suddenly start to overemphasize the 
crimson. 
Well, I'm going to bed now, its way 
past my bedtime. I wouldn't want to be 
late for Dr. Champion's Afrikan Ut 
class, Brenda Battle Is leading our 
class discussion of Kofi Awoonor's The 
Breast Of The Earth. I'm Interested in 
hearing what the sister has to say about 
Africa, so far in the class Micheal 
Johnson and James Dorsey have put on 
great presentations and the class is a 
lot of fun. Like a class should be, you 
know? I just wanted to say hello 
(Jambo), especially to you freshman, 
and throw up a few things for you to 
consider as you stroll the yard today, 
maybe you'll want to make that 
meeting at 6:00 in the Amanl. 
Remember what Nkrumah said, 
"thought without action is empty, 
action without thought is blind." 
The B.S.U. is you, without you its Just 
B.S. Have a nice day. 
Kelvin  Dale  Is  a  student at the 
University and editor of the Obsidian. 
holidays 
As the Jewish Holidays approached I 
tried to find out if there were going to be 
any services on campus. 
I called "Fact Line" several times ard 
was informed no special service was 
going to be held. Granted there are not 
that many Jewish students attending 
the university but I am sure on 
Christmas or Easter there would be 
some sort of service. I can't go home for 
the Jewish Holidays because it would 
be an unexcused absence. I think 
something ought to be done. 
Normie D. Damrauer 
McDonald West 
involvement 
Last Monday night, I attended a 
Bowling Green city council meeting 
and was very disappointed with the 
lack of student interest in local dty 
government. Besides myself, there 
were five other students from the 
university who went to the meeting. 
Why is student attendance so poor at a 
council meeting? Maybe it is possible 
that no one besides the Student 
Government Association and • few 
others are the only loyal students in- 
terested in finding out bow local 
government in Bowling Green func- 
tions. 
Considering the students live in the 
city of Bowling Green, I think It Is 
essential that we as students par- 
ticipate and learn about our city 
government and how it effects campus 
life. Council meetings are not as dull as 
they are stereotyped to be. When I 
attended the meeting I was able to hear 
the mayor speak as well as other dty 
personnel about dty legislation and city 
matters such as the conflict between 
the firemen and the dty. The par- 
ticipation from audience concerning 
the firemen displayed political artion In 
progress. It is one thing to read about 
an incident or event such as the 
firemen's situation and another thing to 
actually be right there and experience 
the politics of negotiation and com- 
promise between two parties. 
The council meetings are held every 
first and third Monday of each month at 
8:00 and are open to the public. Try 
something different and political by 
attending the next council meeting. It is 
worth the time and effort to learn about 




This letter Is in regards to your ar- 
ticle entitled "Location may delay 
escorts". In It, the following statement 
was made: "The people (wanting 
escorts) would have to call the police, 
then they'd give the call to our 
dispatcher over there, then the 
dispatcher would give the call to the 
dispatcher in the Commuter Center, 
then he or she would set up an escort for 
the person and' call back. Last year it 
only took one transfer from the police 
dispatcher to our dispatcher. ■ 
I can't help but wonder why there has 
to be any transfer of calls. Instead of 
using the police number, why not give 
the dispatcher in the Commuter Center 
a phone reserved for escort requests? 
Not only would the person requesting 
an escort not have to be called back, it 
would help keep an open line to the 
police in case of an emergency. 
KenMarkward 
232 Anderson 
Pop Culture program grows 
with student understanding 
The BG New« Thursday, October $, lf78 Page J 
By John Lammers 
Wire Editor 
There is a school of thought on 
campus that regards popular culture 
classes as Junk food for thought. 
That school of thought, however, is 
losing some support, according to two 
members of the popular culture 
department. 
Dr. John G. Nachbar, associate 
professor of popular culture, said the 
image of the department is improving 
because people are learning more 
about it. 
Dr. Ray B. Browne, professor and 
chairman of popular culture, said "We 
were badly misunderstood to begin 
with. There was a genuine hostility 
based on misinformation." 
BROWNE AND NACHBAR agree 
that the department has great respect 
away from the campus. "We have a 
national, even international 
reputation," Nachbar said. 
For the misinformed, Browne and 
Nachbar have a handy consensus 
definition of pop culture-"Everything 
in life chosen by masses of people." 
This includes cars, McDonald's 
restaurants, movies, sports, television, 
clothes, youth habits and heroes, 
Browne said 
They said that many persons do not 
understand that studying these subjects 
does not mean they approve of them. 
Nachbar said one writer accused pop 
culture classes of trying to replace 
Shakespear with Superman. 
In response, Nachbar said, "Most of 
us (the teaching staff) do not present 
value Judgements." 
"We study it because we think it is the 
single most important influence," 
Browne explained. "It just seems 
smart to know the world around us." 
"WE ARE TEACHING the way folks 
live. We seldom study that stuff that is 
not practical-practical in the sense of 
making your life fuller and richer," he 
said. 
The department fills a void no other 
department can, he added. "The 
concept was education makes us better 
citizens. We believe the humanities 
leave out a great deal," he said. "Pop 
culture is the new humanities." 
"The new humanities should sup- 
plement the old. The old should be 
called to account for themselves," 
Browne said. 
Nachbar agreed, adding that pop 
culture classes "helps fill out the pic- 
ture. The emphasis traditionally is the 
study of culture was the most important 
aspects-best literature, presidents, 
masterpieces of art" 
"(BUT) THE PURPOSE of college is 
to study the world and you don't with 
Just those," Nachbar said. 
"We   feel   criticism   by   some 
academics cause us to wonder if they ' 
are   thoroughly   trained   in   the 
humanities," Browne said. 
It is hard to understand why more 
students do not take Browne's classes, 
he said. "They are fish in water. They 
very much need to study the water they 
swim la" 
"MANY WOULD like to keep the 
University in medieval ways. They 
want to build a wall around it and keep 
people out," Browne said. "We would 
like to let people in." 
Browne said pop culture classes 
especially can be valuable for un- 
derclassmen. "Pop culture is the 
newest and most needed thing for 
freshmen because it's ignored in every 
other area on campus. 
"The experience on campus is to push 
the student away from his background. 
College often makes a person ashamed 
of his background. 
"POP CULTURE tends to minimize 
that shame, which is evil in the first 
place. It's good to keep a student's feet 
on the ground," Browne said. 
Another benefit of pop culture classes 
is that most have no prerequisites, 
Nachbar said, adding, "The assump- 
tion is you do not ha ve to be an expert" 
The department however, got much 
bad publicity for offering a class about 
the roller coaster phenomenon. "We 
were editorialized all the way to El 
Paso," Nachbar said. 
Browne said most critics assumed 
the class rode roller coasters all day 
and analyzed why they are fun. 
"n"S LUCE saying to a dietitian, 'Oh, 
you're studying eating carrots,'" he 
said. 
Since coasters entertain 90 million 
people and generate a billion dollars 
income a year, "it would be 
irresponsible if we didn't make some 
effort to study it" Browne said. 
He also noted a new area of American 
culture for undergraduates in the 
department. A class titled "Racism in 
American Culture" will be offered 
winter quarter. In the development 
stages are "Minority Culture" and 
"Railroads in America" courses. 
He said the program is one of a few in 
American culture, "But none of them 
have the thrust we have with popular 
culture, American studies and 
American culture for undergraduates." 
He also said he is organizing the 
American Culture Association to cover 
topics the Popular Culture Association 
excludes. 
CMU students to run football 
Central Michigan University (CMU) 
will take part in Bowling Green's 
Homecoming activities in a most 
unusual way, Rick A. Haught, Resident 
Student Association (RSA) president 
announced Tuesday night. 
CMU will run a football from the Mt. 
Pleasant, Michigan campus to the 
University. 
THIS IS THE fourth year the event 
has   been   sponsored  by   the   CMU 
Residence Hall Assembly, but the first 
such trip to the University, Haught 
said. CMU students plan to start the 
ball rolling at 8 a.m. Oct 27 and arrive 
on campus by noon Oct 28, Haught 
said. 
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Link offers counsel, referral 
By Janet Ropers 
Copy Editor 
Persons feeling depressed, needing 
information or Just someone to talk to 
have a willing ear available. 
The Link, located at 525 Pike St, is 
Wood County's crisis intervention, 
information and referral center, which 
offers free counseling and information 
24 hours a day. 
THE LINK was formed in June, 1975 
when Karma, a drug—abuse service, 
and Crisis Phone combined. The Link 
deals with drug—related as well as 
emotional problems. 
Sixty volunteer counselors supply 
information to about 13,000 callers a 
year concerning basic needs, or try to 
help solve emotional or sex—related 
problems, administrative assistnat 
Susie Callan said. 
"We get a lot of sex—related 
calls problem pregnancies, con- 
traception, abortion, gay—related 
problems," she said. If a client needs 
help which counselors are not equipped 
to give, he is referred to an agency 
which can serve him better. 
"An important part of our service is 
referral," Callan said. If someone calls 
the Link inquiring about food stamps, 
for instance, a counselor will refer the 
caller to the Welfare Department. "We 
plug them into the right agency," she 
said. 
INQUIRIES OFTEN are made to the 
Link about housing, food, financial aid 
or medical problems. If a question 
cannot be answered by a counselor, it is 
channeled to the proper agency. 
Persons can receive help from the 
Link by telephone, citizens band radio, 
by stopping in or through a program 
called Outreach, which sends a 
male—female team out into the com- 
munity to counsel a person in his home. 
About 25 contacts with clients are made 
each day. 
"If someone feels he needs to come in 
to talk to a counselor and can't get here, 
we'll send someone to his house," 
Callan said. 
A speakers' bureau, consisting of 30 
counselors, gives eight to 10 programs 
a month about drug abuse and other 
topics. School officials, church groups 
or University students may call the 
Link and request that someone from the 
bureau  come  speak  to  a  class  or 
organization, Callan said. 
ALTHOUGH THE LINK'S services 
are for Wood County residents, "We 
don't turn people away just because 
they don't live in Wood County," she 
noted. Unless a person is in a crisis 
situation, however, the Link will refer a 
client to a counseling agency in his own 
county, she said. 
The Link also provides emergency 
help for transients—persons passing 
through Bowling Green who may, for 
instance, need a few dollars for 
gasoline, Callan said. 
"But we are not a money service," 
she emphasized. The Link has an 
agreement with the Ministerial Society, 
which provides "limited funds" for 
such emergencies,she said. Other 
funding to operate the Link comes from 
the county mental health levy, United 
Way, state and federal aid and private 
donations. 
A training session for volunteers, 
held three times a year, is scheduled for 
Oct 17. Interested persons should 
contact the Link, 352—1545, as soon as 
possible for an interview. Twenty 
persons will be selected for the training 
session. 
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'Pooper scooper' law may make pet owners clean sidewalks 
ByTom Smith 
"Pooper scooper" laws are spreading 
westward from New York and the city 
of Bowling Green soon may require pet 
owners to dean their dog's droppings 
from the sidewalks. 
Ward 4 councilman Dr. Roger C. 
Anderson  introduced  a  measure at 
Monday night's City Council meeting 
requiring pet owners to clean up after 
an animal if it defecates on public or 
private property. Anderson said the 
legislation la patterned arter a law 
known la New York as the "scooper 
law." 
NEW YORK RESIDENTS are fined if 
a pet excretes on the city sidewalks 
while the owner Is walking the pet This 
law gained national publicity when it 
became effective late In the summer. 
Anderson said he has had about four 
complaints since the New York law 
became effective. George R. Davis, 
Bowling Green animal warden, added 
that dogs are causing a problem 
downtown. 
Davis currently warns onwers when 
he sees pets defecating on public 
property. Under the Anderson 
proposal, the violating owner would be 
fined. 
"IF A PET owner leta his animal 
defecate on someone else's property, he 
can be charged with a minor 
misdemeanor.   This   would   not   be 
Workshop to help elderly with death, dying 
limited to just dogs but it includes cats 
and other animals," Anderson ex- 
plained. 
The fine would be similar to one now 
levied against pet owners who let 
animals run loose. Davis said he gives 
three warnings before citing the owner. 
He siad Judges have fined owners from 
$25 to $150, depending on the number of 
offenses. 
Anderson said the pet must be caught 
In the act for Its owner to be died. 
However, If a neighbor witnesses It, he 
can Qle a complaint with the police 
department. 
According to the proposed ordinance, 
the pet owner would be required to 
carry cleaning tools, such as scooper, to 
clean up after a pet 
The ordinance was moved to second 
reading and will be voted on in i month. 
Helping elderly persons cope with the 
difficulties of death and dying will be 
discussed at a workshop Oct. 13, taught 
by Dr. Thomas W. Attlg, associate 
professor of philosophy. 
Attlg has taught a University death 
and dying course for the last four years. 
He also has produced several public 
television programs on the subject and 
recently presented a paper about death 
at the Internation Symposium on the 
Dying Human in Tel Aviv, Israel. 
The workshop is designed to help 
persons who work with death better 
serve their clients. 
I 
THE   WORKSHOP  will  focus  on 
identifying fears related to death and 
the process of dying. 
"If you do not have your own ad 
together about dying, then how can you 
help others?" Attlg reflected. "Persons 
who care for the dying tend to run away 
from their fears, which causes them to 
lose their effectiveness. 
"Learning to understand such fears 
can be turned to the care-givers ad- 
vantage in serving the elderly," he 
said. 
The workshop is offered through the 
Office of Continuing Education and the 
genrontology program. The session will 
be from V a.m. to 4 p.m. In the Alumni - 
room. Union. 
Registration deadline Is Tuesday. 
Mini-marathon Saturday 
Youth For Understanding travels worldwide 
ByDealseSakal 
In 1951, a group of German students 
visited the United States for a year in 
hopes of discovering what American 
was all about 
That was the beginning of Youth For 
Understanding (YFU), an international 
student exchange program allowing 
high school students between 14 and 18 
years old to travel to other countries, 
according to William Hann, YFU area 
representative and associate professor 
of biology. 
Last year about 7,200 students took 
part in YFU, a major exchange 
program. The program Is open to all 
but students should be familiar with the 
language of the country, Hann said. 
Presently, 26 countries participate in 
the program. Students can choose a one 
year, a six-month plan or a three-month 
summer program. In each case, there 
Is a fee which covers the cost of round- 
trip transportation and placement with 
the host family, Hann said, adding that 
the host family provides room and 
board. The student is responsible for 
additional expenses. 
..HANN AND HE wife "serve as 
friends and counselors to exchange 
students, recruit host families and 
provide information to students in- 
terested in the program," he said 
The program provided a new ex- 
perience for the Hanns' son, Randy, a 
University freshman, who traveled to 
Holland last year. 
"I didn't know what direction I 
wanted to go after graduation, but I 
knew I wanted to take the time to see 
part of the world," Hann said, noting 
several benefits of participating in such 
a program. 
.."FIRST, YOU get to see the way 
another culture works. It is also a 
chance to learn a foreign language and 
lastly, by leaving home and accepting 
another family, you begin to realize 
where your ties are," Hann explained. 
Hann added that travel to another 
country makes one realize good and 
bad aspects of his culture. 
Sophomore Kathy Masters took part 
In the program two years ago by 
visiting Brazil. Her only problems were 
adjusting to the different social 
customs, she said. 
"I COULDN'T gd used to the maids. 
There were six in the house and I had 
my own maid who did everything for 
me," Masters said, adding that 
chaperones still are required on a date. 
Masters said the trip made her more 
outgoing because she had to make new 
friends In Brazil. 
Susan Fether, a senior at Bowling 
Green High School who visited Greece 
last summer, said the experience 
broadens the mind. 
"I learned to be on my own and could 
cope. I gd used to meeting new people 
and It's a Id of fun," Fether said. 
Although she did not know what to 
exped from a foreign country, she said 
she had trouble trying to readapt to the 
United States. 
For information about hosting YFU 
students contact Hann at 372-2833. 
The third annual "Save Your Heart 
Mini—Marathon" will be at 10 a.m. 
Saturday according to Peter Manto, the 
event's organizer. 
The 6.2—mile race will begin at the 
Student Services Building and Manto 
said he expects 400 runners to par- 
ticipate. About 125 persons already 
have registered. The 1977 fall race had 
80 runners and the 1978 spring race had 
more than 200. 
Trophies and t-«hlrte will be 
awarded. The registration fee Is 82 in 
advance and 83 Saturday. Proceeds 
will go to the Heart Fund. 
The record time for the marathon Is 
31:59, set by Paul Emery in the 1977 fall 
race. 
The event is sponsored by the Charts 
Community and application forma are 
available at all Bowling Green banks, 
sporting goods stores and the 
University Union Information desk. 
Program discussed 
Bus crash kills 2, injures 18 in New England 
CONWAY, N.H. (AP) - A bus 
carrying 40 elderly persons from 
Missouri on a tour of New England's 
autumn foliage collided with a car on a 
foggy mountain pass yesterday, killing 
at least two persons and injuring at 
least 18, police said. 
State police said the Cortinental 
Trailway bus collided on the 
Kankamagus Highway, about six miles 
from Conway, with a four-wheel vehicle 
from Connecticut that erupted into 
flames. 
POLICE SAD) at least two persons in 
the car were dead and they were 
searching through the wreckage for 
other victims. 
Rescue teams from throughout 
northern New Hampshire and neigh- 
boring Maine were called to the area. 
A spokesman at Memorial Hospital in 
North Conway, center d the White 
Mountains resort area, said it sum- 
moned extra doctors and nurses. 
A reporter at the site said the car 
jammed the bus doors against the high- 
way guardrail and the elderly oc- 
cupants were forced to escape through 






By Bob WeingartDer 
Staff Reporter 
Academic Council yesterday 
discussed the proposed creation d a 
general studies program to replace the 
current array of general requirements 
necessary to obtain a degree. 
Dr. Peter A. Facione, director d 
University Division d General Studies, 
(UD), reported to the council the 
progress made In drafting the general 
studies core program. 
He distributed a basic model d the 
proposed program and said it would be 
"built on the same modd and have the 
same explicit goals and objectives" as 
the old program but would require 
students to enroll in specific courses 
rather than allow them to choose 
courses. This program will help ensure 
that students receive a more solid and 
well-rounded educational base 
necessary for more advanced studies, 
Facione said. 
FACIONE ALSO issued drafts 
concerning the roles faculty members, 
individual colleges, and UD will play In 
the formation of a core program and sd 
up a tentative timetable for Im- 
plementation d the program. 
According to the timetable, the 
general studies program would be fully 
implemented by summer, I960. 
Council did nd approve the timetable 
pending further review. 
University provost and council 
chairman. Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, 
announced that Council will hold 
weekly rather than biweekly meetings 
indefinitely to address the problems 
and questions raised at yesterday's 
meeting about the method to im- 
plement the plan. 
Council also approved a proposed 
revision in the curriculum modification 
form. The revision allows proposals for 
new or restructured courses to be 
submitted to the dean of University 
libraries for review to ensure that the 
Library has adequate materials for 
reading and research in the course. 
The next Academic Council meeting 
will be 1:30 a.m. Oct II to further 
discuss Implementation d the general 
studies core program, Ferrari said. 
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From Associated Press wire stories Day in review  
Teachers reject pact; judge says back to work 
Striking Cleveland school employees      broadcast    microphones    and    still     not to vote and urged aU school system The unions, which have been trying to Emnlovees were told that another 6     schools, based on certified enrol triking leveland school e ployees 
rejected by a 3-2 margin yesterday a 
contract offer providing for an t per- 
cent offer providing for an 8 percent 
raise but were ordered by a Judge to 
return to their jobs today or face Ones. 
"I do not expect teachers and others 
to be hauled off to jail," said Cuyahoga 
County Common Pleas Judge Harry A. 
Hanna, who had mediated aattempts to 
resolve the four-week-old walkout 
But he told lawyers for the six 
striking unions that if the members 
continue to stay off the job to press for a 
better wage package, the fines he was 
prepared to impose would wipe out 
those gains. 
Hanna Issued the order from the 
bench in an unusual proceeding in 
which he allowed television cameras, 
broadcast icrophones and still 
photographers in the courtroom. He 
said all sides felt the situation so 
critical that full public exposure should 
be given his action. 
EARLIER IN THE DAY, the unions, 
representing 10,000 teachers and non- 
academic employees, voted 3,276-2,115 
to reject what the school board had 
called its final offer. 
"The strike will continue," said 
James E. O'Meara, chairman of the 
coalition of striking unions in ac- 
counting the balloting results. 
O'Meara said the strike should 
continue until further notice. 
John E. Gallagher Jr., president of 
the school board, said he was surprised 
that more than 4,000 employees chose 
ll
employees to report for work today. 
Hanna, who also prohibited picketing 
during school hours, said he wanted to 
remind the school employees that they 
are public employees, and "not like 
assembly line workers who have to 
joust with a profit making employer." 
HE ASKED HOW teachers could 
instruct children on democracy if they 
themselves practiced anarchy. 
Formal classes have yet to be held 
this fall, and schools have been of- 
ficially closed to students since Sept. 12. 
Negotiators for the unions and the 
school board never reached agreement 
on a contract, but Hanna ordered the 
unions Monday to submit the board's 
last offer to their members. 
  
negotiate a new contract since 
November 1976, asked for a 20 percent 
raise. The average salary of a 
Cleveland teacher is $14,(73. 
THE BOARD OFFERED an 8 per- 
cent wage hike contingent on state 
officials lifting spending restrictions 
imposed on the school system. 
pl y r  t l  t t t r 6 
percent raise would be available if 
voters approve an $11.1 million school 
tax increase in November. Twice 
before this year, voters over- 
whelmingly rejected proposals to in- 
crease property taxes for education by 
$30 million a year. 
If classes remain closed next week, 
$34,5 million in state aid to Cleveland 
schools, based on certified enrollment 
during the first week of school in 
October, would be jeopardized. 
Gallagher said the board does not 
want to require Saturday classes, and 
instead is considering drastic reduc- 
tions in the Christmas and spring 
recesses to make up for the days 
already lost. 
Senate to extend ERA deadline 
State department approves visit 
by Smith, Rhodesian leaders 
The State Department announced 
yesterday it is approving visits to the 
United States by Rhodesian Prime 
Minister Ian Smith and other members 
of that country's biraclal leadership. 
The action ended a two-week tug-of- 
war within the Carter administration 
over the propriety of approving visa 
applications by leaders of a regime 
which the United Nations regards as 
Illegal. 
Department spokesman Thomas 
Reston said the administration decided 
to make an "exception" to U.N. san- 
ctions against Rhodesia because "we 
believe the visit can contribute to the 
process of achieving a settlement.". 
In Salisbury, delighted government 
officials said Smith and one of the black 
leaders in the transition administration 
are scheduled to leave for the United 
States this weekend. The black leader 
Carter to push to turn out vote 
The chairman of the Democratic 
National Committee said in Columbus 
yesterday that President Carter will 
participate in nonpartlsan voter drives 
aimed at triggering a large turnout In 
the November elections. 
John White told a news conference at 
the Columbus airport that if the 
Democrats can deliver a large turnout 
in off-year elections nest month, the 
party will sweep Into power and con- 
solidate the relationship between the 
president and Congress. 
He also said he regretted that the 
president's mother was unable to 
keynote the fund-raiser held for 
Congressional candidate James 
Baumann last night but Lillian Carter 
was in Rome representing the United 
States in funeral rites for Pope John 
Paul I. 
White did say that "Miss Lillian" 
would try to visit Ohio and stump for 
Baumann's candidacy before 
Baumann, 47, goes up against in- 
combent Samuel Devine, the 63-year- 
old Bexley Republican who has 
represented Ohio's 12th District since 
1959. 
A SPOKESMAN for the Baumann 
campaign said the fund-raiser at 
Stoney Creek Country Club last night 
drew a little more than 250 people at 
$100 a plate. The spokesman said the 
Baumann campaign should net more 
than $20,000 from the event, the largest 
fund-raiser in 11 Baumann has held. 
was not Identified. 
"NOT ONLY HAVE we won the visas 
and are getting them there, but we have 
won on the basis of the fuss and the good 
publicity arising from that," said a 
senior Rhodesian government official 
who declined to be identified. 
According to sources, Smith probably 
will fly to New York on Saturday ac- 
companied by the Rev. Ndabaningi 
Sithole, one of the three black members 
of Rhodesia's Executive Committee. 
The two other black members, 
Jeremiah Chirau and Bishop Abel 
Muzorewa, will come later. 
The sources said Smith and Sithole 
will come to Washington early next 
week. U.S. officials said Secretary of 
State Cyrus R Vance is expected to 
meet with them. 
The Smith group was invited here by 
27 conservative senators, led by Sen. 
S.I. Hayakawa, R-Calif., who said that 
the leaders of the Salisbury regime 
should have the right to present their 
case to the American people. 
THE SENATORS noted Joshua 
Nkomo and Robert Mugave, co-leaders 
of the Patriotic Front guerrilla group 
which is waging an armed struggle 
against the Smith government, have 
come to the United States several 
times. 
The Senate signaled yesterday it will 
extend the ratification deadline for the 
Equal Rights Amendment and decided 
that states cannot use the additional 
time to take back their approval of the 
ERA. 
By a 54-44 margin, the Senate 
rejected a proposal by Sen. Jake Gam 
R-Utah, to couple an additional 39- 
month ratification period with an op- 
portunity for ratifying states to rescind 
their actions. 
The vote cleared a major 
congressional obstacle facing ERA 
advocates while dealing a severe blow 
to its opponents. 
Sea Birch Bayh, D-Ind., principal 
Senate sponsor of the extension, 
predicted the Senate would approve the 
ERA extension by a healthy margin 
when the issue comes to a final vote set 
for tomorrow. 
GARN CONCEDED that the vote was 
a major setback for those fighting 
addition to the U.S. Constitution of the 
ERA, which would specifically bar 
discrimination on the basis of sex. 
In August, the House passed a 
measure moving the ERA ratification 
deadline from MArch 1979 to June 30, 
1982. 
The measure does not require the 
signature of President Carter, who has 
been a staunch supporter of the ERA. 
Sarah Weddington, special assistant 
to the president for women's issues, 
said Carter was "gratified" by the 
Senate's action. 
SHE SAID the president personally 
had called five senators yesterday 
morning to lobby them, and that Vice 
President Walter Mondale had called 
three. 
The ERA was initially approved by 
Congress in 1972. It needs ratification 
by 38 states to become part of the 
Constitution. 
Thirty-five legislatures have ratified 
the ERA, but those of Idaho, Kentucky, 
Nebraska and Tennessee have voted to 
reverse their stands. The Kentucky 
recision vote was subsequently vetoed 
by that state's acting governor. 
Gam's amendment would have 
applied only to reversal votes taken 
after the extension period begins on 
MArch 23, 1979. It would not have 
validated the ones already taken, 
although those states would have been 
free to vote again. 
BAYH TOLD the Senate it is up to 
Congress to determine, after all states 
have voted to ratify, whether to permit 
the reversal votes. 
Carter, Congress clash on bill 
President Carter, suddenly at odds 
with his most powerful congressional 
allies, dispatched administration 
leaders to the Capitol yesterday in an 
escalation of his drive against the $10.2 
billion public works bill. 
Carter has promised a veto of "in- 
flationary... wasteful...absolutely 
unacceptable" bill by tne end of the 
week, announcing his intention in a 
terse statement to reporters on 
Tuesday. 
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus, 
Budget Director James T. Mclntyre 
and others trooped the Capitol's halls 
yesterday in an attempt to muster the 
votes to sustain that decision. 
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, 
one of Carter's staunchest backers, 
declared that the president "is putting 
his head in the sand like an ostrich," 
adding that "if the vote were held 
today, we would vote to override." 
Senate Majority Leader Robert C. 
Byrd, D-W.Va., agreed with O'Neill's 
assessment. 
TO OVERRIDE a veto. Congress 
must pass the Identical bill by two- 
thirds majorities in both chambers. It 
then becomes law regardless of the 
president's actions. 
Carter pressed bis campaign against 
tfct- advice of virtually the entire 
Democratic leadership. Party leaders 
warned Carter that the public works 
action could cost him votes later on his 
priority energy legislation. 
"There's going to be some rancor 
up," said O'Neill. "I don't like to see 
this brewing because energy is the most 
important piece of legislation to hit 
Congress in a hundred years." 
The public works spending bill would 
provide funds for energy research and 
development and for Army Corps of 
Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation 
dams and other projects. It includes 27 
new water projects beyond Carter's 
recommendations, totaling $1.8 billion, 
and also contains six projects, costing 
$580 million, which the president 
thought he had scuttled a year ago. 
CARTER CALLED the bill a classic 
case of "pork-barrel" legislation. 
AN INVITATION 
TO ANYONE WHO 
ENJOYS PHOTOGRAPHY 
In cooperation with International Photo Products, Bob Movers and his associates at 
College & Prep Athletic Marketing Services invite you to participate in an exciting new 
photographic opportunity. 
All you have to do is to agree to process 400 rolls of print or slide film with International 
Photo Products, you are eligible to receive the following photographic packaged 
program: 
• International 35mm Camera manufactured by Yashica with a suggested retail value 
of $380. 
•135 mm Telephoto Lens 
• 400 Rolls of Slide or Print Film 
• Photo Products Wholesale Buying Privilege 
• 100   8x10 Custom Color Photo Enlargements 
Your 35mm packaged program has a suggested retail value of $2,250. Postage and 
handling charges are not included. Additional photo packaged programs for a Bell & 
Howell movie camera and projector or a sound movie camera and projector are also 
available. 
This Invitation Is available for a limited time only. THIS AD WILL NOT BE REPEATED. 
If you are interested in this offer, please complete the form below and send it im- 
mediately to CAPAMS, Box 1005, Bowling Green, OH 43402. We will call you and set a 
time for an appointment to show you the complete packaged program. Our phone number 
for your convenience is AC 419-352-6397. 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
STARTS FRIDAYI 
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The doctor doesn't ■ 
cut out anything. You 
cut out cigarettes. 
This simple surgery is 
the surest way to save 
you from lung cancer. 
And the American 
Cancer Society will help 
you perform it. 
And don't put it off. 
The longer you keep 
smoking, the sooner it 
can kill you. 
UNCIKSOCKTY 
Thn iptcc coMTibutfd by the publithr 
I. i 
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Chinese acrobats to perform 
By Krlsti Kehres 
Staff Reporter 
Traditional Chinese culture will be 
displayed at the University through the 
singing, dancing and acrobatics of the 
Youth Good group from the Republic of 
China at 8 p.m. Oct 12 in Gish Theater. 
Led by Bertrand S.Y. Mao, 
educational councelor for the Republic 
of China at the Washington D.C. em- 
bassy, the group will perform the 
"Colored Lanterns in an Emerald 
Palace," a dance which centers on the 
Chinese palatial lantern. "The Inner 
Call of the Han People," four Chinese 
songs sung in chorus, "Chinese Kung- 
Fu" and many other Chinese song and 
dance routines also will be featured, 
according to L. Edward Shuck Jr., 
director of the International Studies 
Program. 
"THIS IS absolutely first-rate," he 
said. "These students are carefully 
selected. These people have to be really 
good. They're semi-pro, as we call it" 
The group is sponsored by the 
government of the People's Republic of 
China and has traveled all over the 
world, Shuck said. They have been in 
the United States since September and 
have performed in New York, New 
Jersey and West Virginia. 
Tsehsin Ho, a university Chinese 
student, and William S.H. Wong are 
coordinating the program. 
"WE WANT TO get an exchange of 
traditional Chinese culture and 
American culture," Ho said. "The 
University does not have much 
knowledge of Chinese culture, which is 
2,000 years old compared to the United 
States, which is only 202 years old." 
One reason Shuck wanted the group 
to perform at the University is to try to 
develop an exchange program with 
Taiwan through the International 
Studies Program, he said. 
"We also hope this will bring Chinese 
students to participate in more ac- 
tivities (on campus)," he said. 
The show, which is free, lasts about 
one and a half hours, Ho said, adding 
that any student planning to attend will 
enjoy the program. 
Road rally to raise money for pool 
With an objective of raising money 
for the Wood Lane swimming pool fund, 
the Wood County Board of Mental 
Retardation, 11160 Gypsy Lane Rd., 
will sponsor a road rally Oct. 15. 
Anyone interested in participating 
can register between 10 a.m. and 2 
p.m., for a $5 fee. 
Participants will start on the route at 
the northeast parking lot of Doyt L. 
Perry stadium. 
In a road rally, a driver and a 
navigator are given a set of riddles 
which must be solved to get from one 
point to another. 
"Winners will be recognized on the 
basis of the total amount of questions 
answered correctly, not on speed," 
Publicity Chairman, Kim Miller said 
He noted that the questions about the 
route and the directions can be vague. 
"There is no time limit for com- 
pleting the route; however, those 
completing it unusually fast will be 
disqualified, indicating shortcutting or 
speeding," Miller said. 
"If there is a turnout of 300-400 cars, 
we will be happy," Miller said, adding, 
"The rally should prove to be very fun 
and interesting for those who par- 
ticipate." 
OSUprofessor speaks 
to ROTC students 
Speaking Tuesday to an audience 
composed primarily of ROTC 
cadets and faculty, Dr. Allan R. 
Millet, an Ohio State University 
(OSU) professor of history, said that 
the study of military history is an 
important part of officer training 
and aids in the formation of current 
military policy. 
According to Millet, faulty 
analysis of the role of civilian 
militiamen in the Revolutionary 
War and the War of 1812 prejudiced 
military leaders against these forces 
and led to policy errors in the 
Vietnam War 150 years later. 
MILLET ALSO IS a member of 
the "core faculty" at the Mershon 
Center, a privately endowed 
program to study military history 
and other public policy areas. 
He has also served as a private 
consultant to U.S. armed forces and 
is an officer in the Marine Corps 
reserve. 
His lecture in the Union was the 
third in a series of annual talks 
sponsored by the University's 
departments of history, military 
science and aerospace studies in 
honor of IX. Col. Eleazer Wood, 
designer of Fort Meigs in 
Perrysburg, for whom Wood County 
was named. 
Newsphoto b» 




If you want a college ring that's different from 
traditional rings, come see ArtCarved's outstanding 
collection for men and women. Ever since ArtCarved 
introduced these distinctive styles, thousands of 
college students have chosen to wear them in college 
and long after. Come see the whole collection. 
THE /IRIQIRVED REPRESENTATIVE 
ha. a laroe collector, ol tradlt,onal a, well a. (ashton nnos. A»k to see mem.     Dfos., fequlred ^ abou| ^^ Q^ „ V|M 
Date      October 5, 6 Place   University Bookstore  
Representative will be here 10am-4pm 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Hours 8-5  Monday- Friday 9-5  Saturday 
FRIDAY NITE 
IS 
i ill uUooi 
NITE 





101 S. Main 
Friday nite til 9 
Support 
Our Advertisers 
STAPfVM Cinema 1*2) 




2ND HILARIOUS WEEK! 
"Animal House" at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday at 2:00 - 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. 




Today and Friday 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
9 am to 5 pm 
STAMVM Cinema Ul Box Office Opens 
9:00 p.m. 
The BG News Thursday, October S, lfTI Pafe 7 
Campus calendar 
Campus Calendar Is a dally listing of campus events 
(meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided as a service 
to readers. Unless otherwise noted, all events are free and 
open. Campus Calendar forms are available at the News 
office. 104 University Hall. 372-2003. There Is no charge for 
submitting listings to the section. 
THURSDAY 
MEETINGS 
American Chemical Society Student Affiliates. 7 p.m., 100 
Hayes Hall. Environment Studies Center, 7 B p.m., 121 Hayes 
Hall. For all majors. Fellowship of Christian Students, 7:30 
p.m.. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
LECTURES AND CLASSES 
Drake Koka, 7 p.m., Ingman Room, Union, University of 
Toledo. Koka. a Black trade unionist and exile from South 
Africa, will speak. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
UAO Plant Sale. 9 a.m. 5 p.m., Grand Ballroom. Union. 
Harry Chapln Concert, S p.m.. Anderson Arena, Memorial 
Hall. Admission: S6general,$7reserved. 
Thursday Night Musical Film Festival, a p.m.. 210 Math- 




IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
WINTER OR SPRING QUARTER, YOU MUST 
REPORT YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS TO THE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT—TEACHING IM- 
MEDIATELY. WE CANNOT PROCESS YOUR 
STUDENT TEACHING APPLICATION UNTIL 
YOU HAVE DONE THIS. WE APPRECIATE 
YOUR COOPERATION,  
IF YOU LIKE COOR'S 
YOU'LL LOVE PREMIUM 
PEARL 
THE BIG BEER 
Enjoy Some Today 
FROM TEXAS I earl 
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41 Propagated                          55 Peruvian In- 
43 Permit                                       dian 
45 Aperture                              x 0ance 
47 Exalted                                 57 Greek walk 
49 Eastern hos-                       58 Nuisance 
pice                                      59 On the 
51 Beset                                        sheltered 
53 Delinquent                                side 
G!                                          61 Grief 
54 Actor —                              63 And not 
Kelly 
~ 14 Crustacean 




34 Where War- 
saw is 
35 Routine 
37 Farm sound 












52 Reward: Ar- 
cnuic 
53 "Take  
step" 
56 Farm fea- 
ture 
57 Belgian re- 
sort 
60 Started to 
4 Time zone: 
Abbr. 
5 Iran capital 
6 Melon 
7 Woe is me 
8 Seed 
9 Study: Mus 
10 Flag 
11 1st cent, 
poet 
12 Solitary 
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LOST A FOUND 
Will the person who found a 
navy blue 3 ring notebook In 
222 Math Science please call 
John 357 8906.  
Lost-silver key chain from 
Seattle. Wash. Sentimental 
value. Call Tina 2 3119.  
Lost watch. Deb 2 6616.  
Lost 1 brn. baseball glove In 
304 Math Sc. Initials L?S. 
Please return to 303 MacNorth 
or call 2-3411. S5.00 
REWARDII  
Found: Brn.-wht. F. mixed 
Husky. 372 6835.  
Found: Silver charm bracelet. 
Jim Davidson. 22051 ext. 322 ft 
leave message. 
SERVICESOFFERED 
Pregnancy AM ft Under- 
standing. EMPA. M7-447* ft 
352-1488. v 
El. Ed. grad will babysit full 
time in my home Mon. Frl. 
Ex. with Infants ft toddlers, 
ref. avail. Gall Straight, 352- 
1205. Univ. Village Apts. 
Haute ft Pall Cleaning by WE 
POUR HOUSEWIVES CLN. 
SERV. Today's working 
woman does not want to work 
all week ft then another 4-t hrs. 
doing household chores, that 
person deserves to be free on 
weekends. For details: 1-255- 
2421.  
The Magic Clipper. All Breed 
Grooming. Call for apt. 352- 
4110. 
PERSONALS 
Rush Phi Kappa Psl tonight at 
7:30. No. 3 In Old Fraternity 
Row.  
Diana, congrats on being 
appointed ass't. pledge 
trainer. Be good to our new 
pledges. Zeta Love, your big, 
Laura.  
Susan Stober-Happy Birthday. 
Love, Lorl.  
AlprHTTJtms, Thanks for a 
craiy a kicking tea last 
Friday. What an excellent way 
to start the year) The Brothers 
OfBETATHETAPI.  
T ft W Sound Co. will provide 
professional sound system for 
any size or type party. Call 
now for Fall dates. Scott 352 
8320. 
To the terrific  CHI OMEGA 
PLEDGES:   Welcome to the 
bondsl To the CHI OMEGA 
ACTIVES: Congratulations on 
such a great lob during rush! 
We wish you all a fantastic 
year aheadl Love, The Chi 
Omega Alumnae of Bowling 
Green. 
Thanks to the Betas for all 
their enthusiastic help with 
third parties ft special thanks 
to all the handsome formal 
dessert escorts: Dru, Jim, 
Mike, Bryon, Skylerft Tom. 
PI Kappa Phi's the tea was 
great, sorry we were late- 
Thanks for an excellent time 
ZTA. 
Thanx to the Game Phis for a 
tea beyond description ft for 
participating In our Animal 
House Depiction The Beaming 
Pelts.  
All Interested men are cor- 
dially invited to the SAE House 
next to Rodgers tonight for 
Dogs ft Suds. Rush starts at 
7:00, so come hungry. 
BEER BLAST presented by 
KAPPA SIGMA on Friday at 
8:00 at N.E. Commons. 
SENIORS! Have you made It 
yet...your senior picture ap 
polntment that is. Only S4.00 no 
further obligation. Call the 
Key at 372-0086 today! 
Congratulations Kappa Sigma 
Mud Tug Team on a lob well 
done.  
Alpha Gams: the Slg Eps are 
psyched to "party hearty" Frl. 
Nltel BePreparedlll  
Rush Phi Kappa Psl Tonight at 
7:30. No. 3 In Old Fraternity 
Row. 
DG's, See ya' at the racesl Get 
psyched tor Sat. nlte at 
Raceway Park in Toledo. The 
Slg Eps.  
SENIORSI Have you made It 
yet. Your senior picture ap- 
pointment that Is. Only 14.00- 
no further obligation. Call the 
.KEY at 372 0086 today.  
We're off ft running to the beer 
blast tonight 6-12 pm N.E. 
Commons. Sponsored by the 
BGSU Marketing Club.  
Get Into the swing of things 
with the United Way SWING- 
A THON. This Thurs. Oct. S. 5 
pm till Frl. Oct. 6, 5 pm. All 
donations go to the United 
Way. Sponsored by the 
PanHellenlc Council. 
$100 REWARD for Information 
leading to the return of the sign 
taken from the Spitler ft 
Spltler ft Spitler Law Office. 
352 2535 
Harry Chapln. Oct. 5. Tickets 
now on sale. 
See Jeff Kerscher Thurs., Frl 
ft Sat. Nights at the Shady 
Lady Saloon.  
Rush Phi Kappa Psi Tonight at 
7:30: No. 3 in Old Fraternity 
Row.  
WANTED  
4 Jeep tires. Size H78-15. Call 
Pete. 352 8626.  
Need 1 F. rmte. for Fall, Wtr. 
ft Spr. in bed. apt. Call 352 3221 
after 5.  
Need 2 M. rmtes. for Wtr. ft 
Spr. Qtrs. Lg. apt., l'/j baths. 
Indoor pool (serious students 
only) Call Todd, 352 4923. 
Need 1 F. rmte. Apt. on Evers. 
Shenandoah Apts. 352 1770. 
HELP WANTED  
Yard    work   ft    oddlobs. 
352-7245. 352-05*0.  
McDonalds, E. Wooster hiring 
full ft pt. time for day or night. 
Also hiring pt. time for 
ianltorial duties. Apply bet- 
ween 7ft 11 am. 
Self directed person to clean 
house for working couple 8 hrs. 
week, (1. 2, or 3 days, ac- 
cording to your schedule). 
$3.00-hr. 352 6755 eves. 
LIKE DRIVING? You'll love 
delivering Domino's Pizzas. 
Applications now being taken. 
13.00-hr. plus tips ft com- 
mission. Positions also avail, 
for phone persons. Apply in 
person. 1414 E. Wooster, BO. 
4:aoPM-a:*OPM. 
Need occasional babysitting 
after school ft eves. 2 biks. 
from campus. 352 9388.  
Responsible live-in F. Student 
Room, kitchen priv. plus 
salary. Reference required. 
353 6763.  
Full time last shift cooks ft full 
ft pt. time cooks ft waitresses 
3rd shift. Apply In person, 
Frlsch Big Boy, 1540 E. 
Wooster.  
STUDENT TYPIST, MUST 
HAVE GOOD TYPING 
SKILLS, ABOVE 3.0 GRADE 
AVERAGE, SOME FOREIGN 
LANG. TRAINING. TYPING 
WILL BE TESTED. JOB 
PAYS 62.40-HR. PREFERS 
UNDERCLASSMEN. CALL 
STUDENT EMPLOY. OF 
FICE. 3730252.  
CIRCULATION Represen- 
tative. Full or pt. time. Contact 
homes In Wood County to build 
circulation.     Car    essential. 
Experience preferred. The 
Daily Sentinel Tribune, 352 
4611, ask for F.R. Fluhart. 
Full   ft    pt.   time, 
bocker's. 352 5335. 
Knlcker 
CORNER KITCHEN, pt. time 
positions open. Prep., grill 
cooks, waitors or waitresses. 
Apply In person between 1 3 or 
call for appt. 352 1610. 183 S. 
Main. 
Experienced pt. time bar- 
tender. Must be 21. Apply 
Northgate. 1095 N. Main St. 
FOR SALE 
Pentax SP 1000 camera. 2 
lenses, case ft flash with other 
access. 372 1348. John.  
Garage Salel Thurs., Frl. ft 
Sat. Noon 6pm. Plaques, cards 
ft crafts. 302 N. Enterprise. 
Raleigh men's 24" 5 spd. 
bicycle, $75. Davis Imperial 
Deluxe Tennis racket 6 m., $15. 
Leatch racquetball racket, 
$5.00. All items mint cond. Call 
352-0337 after 5pm. 
Drafting board 6'x4'. All wood. 
Mech. arm., horlz. bar, mat ft 
pencil tray Includ. $200 or best 
offer. 3520853 after 5pm. 
One Billy Joe) ticket for salel I 
3521363.  
1966 Dodge Dart. Good running 
Cond. $68. 352 7751. 
1949 VW Bug. New gas ft brake 
line. Surface rust. Runs good. 
Snow tires. $300. 353-77*1. 
1970 Ford Maverick. 52.000 ml. 
Stan, trans $350. Call 3526234 
after 5pm.  
1974 brn Plymouth Satellite, 
automatic, AC, 4 dr. 372-0171 or 
352 7781.  
1975 Cutlas Supreme Excell. 
Cond. Call after 7pm.JS4-l196. 
19" B-W TV with stand, $50. 
Call Ric, 3541996.  
FOR RENT  
3 bedrm. turn, house for 4 
people. J95 mo. each Includ. 
Utll. Call 352-6604 or 352-6611 
eves. $75 security dep. each. 
FAMILY DUPLEX. KlOtZ Rd. 
3 bedrm. I'/a baths. NO PETSI 
$300 ft dep. 352 1452ft 352-1744. 
1 bedrm apt. near campus. 
$225 mo. Most utll. pd. 353-9302 
or 352 7365.  
2 bedrm. full turn, house to 
sublet on Manville. $275 mo. ft 
utll. Gas stove ft heat. Call 352 
0*19 after 9pm.  
THURSDAY 
(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY) 
Thursday, 11 a.m. till we run out, enjoy our regular sub 
(cold, no substitutions, please) for only $1.25. A 
regular $2.25 value — Minimum 2 subs for delivery. 
faQltOi'S 
:r\i ITU       9 FACT SOUTH 
945 S. Main. 352-7571 440 E. Court. 352-1596 
Mon   Sat   11 p.m.-2 a.m.; Sunday 4 p.m -Midnight 
THE SOURCE 
Records & Tapes 
Paraphernalia 
518 East Wooster 
across from Founders 
INCREDIBLE SAVINGS! 
New Releases By The 





























Compare Our Everyday Low-Low Prices 
Equally Great Savings on Thousands of other 
Albums, Tapes, Posters and Paraphernalia 
Waterbeds also available at the Source 
THE SOURCE - YOUR RECORD CONNECTION 
MI mmmmammm mmmmmmmmm m 
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Harry Chapin performs tonight in Anderson Arena 
by C. Anthony Mosser 
The acoustic sounds of 
singer—songwriter Harry Chapin will 
fill Anderson Arena tonight in what 
promises to be one of many fine con- 
certs in store for University students 
this year. 
Chapin, who has penned such 
well-known songs as "Taxi," 
"W-O-L—D" and "Cats In the 
Cradle," comes from a musically 
oriented family.    His father was a 
Big Band Era and Harry's brother 
Tom, like Harry, is a folk singer who 
has appeared in the Grand Ballroom 
Union. 
Despite his musical heritage Harry 
Chapin did not take a direct route to the 
top of the music world as the Vietnam 
War caused the breakup of Ids group 
called the Chapin Brothers. 
WITH   THE  GROUP   temporarily 
disbanded Chapin applied his versatile 
talents to the documentary film in- 
dustry and worked on more than 300 
drummer for both the Tommy Dorsey     films between 1965 and 1971. One film, 
and Woody Herman bands during the     "Legendary  Champions,"  which  he 
Court upholds convictions 
charged in the 1976 slaying of a 
policeman. 
Charles D. Cotton was indicted in the 
shooting of police officer Michael T. 
Hitchinson in the T and A Thrift Market 
parking lot in Mansfield. 
He was convicted by a three-judge 
panel and the verdict was upheld by the 
5th District Court of Appeals. 
edited, wrote and directed, was 
nominated for an Academy Award in 
1969 for Best Feature Documentary. 
In 1970 Chapin returned to the music 
scene and two years later had his first 
big hit, "Taxi." Since then, numerous 
accolades have been bestowed on 
Chapin, including Grammy 
nominations for Best New Artist of the 
Year in 1972 and Best Performance by a 
Male Vocalist in 1975. 
Aside from his musical achievements 
Chapin also has become one of that 
industry's most politically involved 
performers. He actively supported 
George McGovern's presidential bid in 
1972 and supports Ralph Nader's Public 
Interest Research Group.   He is both 
chairman of the board and chief fun- 
d-raiser for the Performing Arts 
Foundation of Long Island. 
HARRY CHAPIN also is the founder 
of World Hunger Year, a non-profit 
group active in publicizing the plight of 
20 million hungry Americans and the 
one and a half billion starving people 
around the world. 
Chapin has nine albums to Ha credit, 
including "Verites and Balderdash," 
and "Greatest Stories Live," a greatest 
hits LP whose title alludes to his unique 
ability to combine storytelling stlye 
with song writing. His latest LP Is 
"Living Room Suite." 
Newspaper, UW internships available 
COLUMBUS, (AP)-Ohio's Supreme 
Court has upheld three murder con- 
victions in which the defendants 
escaped death sentences when the U.S. 
Supreme Court invalidated the state's 
capital punishment law. 
Each now faces life imprisonment. 
ONE OF those upheld yesterday 
involved   a   Richland   County   man 
Applications for newspaper in- 
ternships and scholarships for college 
students and United Way intern 
programs for college graduates are 
available at Career Planning and 
Placement office. Assistant Director 
James S. Treeger said. 
Two types of internships are offered 
by the Newspaper Fund. One is the 
summer editing internship program 
which employs 40 students on daily 
newspaper and wire service copydates. 
Before the internship, each intern 
must attend a copy editing training 
TONIGHTONWBGU 
11:00  88.1 F.M. 
Local briefs 
THE INTERNS earn $700 during the 
summer. 
To be eligible, a student must have 
completed his junior year. 
The  Minority  Internship  Program 
also is being offered by the Newspaper - 
Fund. 
The program will involve 10 minority 
graduate students who will do graduate 
work during fall, 1979. 
Like editing interns, minority interns 
also must attend a course in news 
editing. 
AT THE END of the summer, a $1000 
scholarship check will be mailed to 
each intern. 
Application deadline for both in- 
ternships is Dec. 1. 
Persons with a bachelor's degree who 
are Interested in a career with the 
United Way may apply for a one-year 
training program. 
Eligible persons are between 21 and 
30 years old who have demonstrated 
high academic standing, leadership 
ability, oral and written com- 
munication skills and career concern 
and motivation, according to a United 
Way brochure. 
The intern's salary and fringe 
benefits are determined by experience 
and educational background. But no 
salary is less than $11,000 a year and 
travel expenses are paid. 
ABOUT 20 INTERNS are selected 
annually. 
Treeger also reminded students that 
placement sign-ups continue today, 
which is the last day of scheduled office 
tours, to be held at 9 and 11 a.m. and at 1 
and 3 p.m., he said. 
A resume writing seminar will be 
held at 11:30 a.m., one for graduate 
school at 12:30 p.m. and for in- 
terviewing at 3:30 p.m. today in the 
Forum, Student Services Bldg. 
Minority fellowships 
Applications for minority graduate fellowships are 
available from the Fellowship Office, National Research 
Council, 2101 Constitution Ave. N.W., Washington D.C. 
20418. Deadline for filing applications is Dec. 8. 
EDCI 
Sophomores and juniors in early childhood education 
now can register for EDCI 221, competency development 
with children under three years old, for winter quarter. 
Students who have completed EDCI 221 can register for 
EDCI 321 according to Dr. Elizabeth Stimson, who can be 
contacted at 545 Education Building, or 372—0151, 
Extension 330. 
Khaled OK after operation 
IMAGINE THIS 
IS A MIRROR ... 
Look at your Body ... 
Do you need us? 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES 
Nationally Affiliated 
Steve Cox - Manager 
Wedneiday. October 25 
Acareerinlaw- 
without law school 
After just three months of study at The 
i Institute for Paralegal Training in 
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding 
career in law or business—without law school. 
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing 
i many of the duties traditionally handled 
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal 
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of 
law to study. Upon completion of your training. The 
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a 
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or 
corporation in the city of your choice. 
"he Institute for Paralegal Training is the 
I nation's first and most respected school for 
riralegal training. Since 1970. weve placed over 
500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide. 
If you're a senior of high academic standing 
and looking for an above average career, 
contact your placement office for an interview with 
our representative. 
We will visit your campus on: 
T! 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Saudi Arabian 
King Khaled was able to sit and talk 
with his doctors and a few members of 
his family yesterday after six hours of 
open heart surgery Tuesday, the kings' 
cardiologist said. 
In a statement released by the 
Cleveland Clinic, the king's condition 
was described as "completely 
satisfactory on his first postoperative 
day." 
DR. FLOYD D. Loop, head of the 
hospital's department of thoracic and 
cardiovascular surgery, said doctors 
removed  two  pieces  of  vein  from 
Khaled's leg and grafted one end to 
each of his coronary artieries, at- 
taching the other ends to his aorta. 
The operation allows blood to bypass 
blocked portions of the artery and 
reach the heart. 
"It's a little bit early to say about 
other complications," Loop said after 
the surgery. Khaled will recuperate in 
Cleveland about seven weeks, the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer reported In 
yesterday's editions. 
Khaled, 64, ruler of the oil-rich 
country and regarded as a key figure in 





186 S. MAIN 
(in the mini-mall) 
OPEN 10-5 MON-SAT 
Ph. 352-2794 
latest Middle East paaoe proposal, 
arrived in Cleveland Sept 27 for 
medical examinations, He underwent 
open heart surgery for removal of an 
aneurysm at the 1,008-bed hospital in 
1972. 
TIGHT SECURITY arrangements 
surround the activities of the king and 
his entourage of 300 persons. He is 
protected by U.S. Secret Service 
agents, Cleveland police and his own 
bodyguards while his retainers are 
staying In lavish rented homes and 
hotels. 
MEN! - - WOMEN! 
JOSS ON SHIPS American 
Foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel Summer job 
or career. Send S3.00 for in 
formation. SEAFAX. Dept. K I 
Box 2049. Port Angeles, 







235 South 17th Street 





Saturday and Sunday 
October 7 and 8       11:00-3:00 
Sign up in U.A.O. office, 
3rd floor Union, 
by 5:00 Friday 
it Call 2-2343 for more details 
&* I HOCK      ^ 
x    Restaurant    n |f And Pancake Housed 
THURS. EVE. 5:30-Close 
fANY OMELET M 
To.r Choice ~T 
^^ 412!. Woosfer 4 
~ 2E 
FREE MUGS AT 
PONDEROSA 
WHEN YOU BUYONE OF OUR SELECTED DINNERS. 
For every T-Bone, Steak & Shrimp 
Shrimp or Super Sirloin dinner 
you buy, you'll receive a hand- 
some glass mug, 
free. These mugs 
are made by 
Libbey glass 
and hold 12 oz. 




tail for more 
than $1.00, 
will be avail- 
able all day, 
every day 
beginning 
Sept. 22 while 
supplies last. 
Details avail- 
able at partici- 
pating steak 
houses. So come 
in and get a mug. And start 
your collection. 
TRY OUR NEW; IMPROVED SALAD BAR. 
E. Wooster St. 
[Across from Parry Stadium] 
tl. 
Redeem Valuable Coupons Now! 
«*. 
, ***** PAPERBAClr 




The Fellowship of 
Christian Students 
THURSDAY 7=30 
The Fellowship ot Christian Students was formed to 
provide the university community with a Christian per- 
spective on contemporary Issues. Meetings will relate 
Christian thinking to some specific probleme(e.g. 
Chrlstienlty end the problem of suffering. Christianity 
end Atheism) through speakers end through group 
discussion. 
Though the FCS Is not a church. In It the university 
student will find e piece where he can discuss the claims 
ol Christianity and find the friendship and fellowship of 
other university students 
October Slh will feature pert 3 of the ten pert film series. 
ir-mosA fchartte^ 




accepted for Business 
Manager of the 
BG News. Applications 
may be completed in 
106 University Hall. 
Deadline 3 p...'. 
Tues. Oct. 10 
Greyhound Rx. The cure for 
college blahs. 
it's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required 
reading, the hours al the library, the thesis— 
they won't go away 
But you can. This weekend, take off, 
say hello to your friends, see the sights, 
have a great time. You'll arrive with money in 
your pocket because your Greyhound trip 
doesn't take that much out of it 
If you're feeling tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's 





























5:05 p.m.  9:00 p.m. 
7:20a.m.   1:30p.m. 
Greyhound Agent 
Mr. Q.Z. Avry 
Addreaa 
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At least the chickens are still loyal 
It's a wonder that an old sea bird like Ted Turner would 
have forgotten that ancient adage: "Don't count your 
$100,000 chickens until San Diego has had the chance to 
make a counter offer." 
In case you dozed off and missed the news, Ted Turner 
offered a San Diego resident who Inhabits a chicken costume 
the amount of $100,000 a year to flee the California com- 
munity and become the official mascot of his Atlanta Hawks 
basketball team and Atlanta Braves baseball squad 
The Idea had a lot of merit. When the Hawks and Braves 
are performing in their typical splay—footed fashion, 
management would prefer that the paying customers look 
elsewhere, perhaps at a grown man in a chicken suit At an 
outlay of $100,000, San Diego's chicken would be a virtual 
steal and might allow Turner to dispense completely with 
minor league farm systems and outlandish player bonuses. 
A handful of dried corn and he's set for the day. 
THE CHICKEN HAD other ideas. Where the Padres are 
concerned, he Is an unabashed rooter. He has been caught 
attempting to befoul (or befowl) an umpire's foot He may 
look at the stadium pigeons with thinly veiled lust 
But that chicken has integrity! 
He turned down Turner's offer, after first receiving a 
generous raise from his San Diego sponsors. 
John Owen 
Granted, the chicken occasionally win take to the road for 
guest shots. He has appeared at Three Rivers Stadium, at 
the Seattle Klngdome and dropped Into the home court of the 
Denver Nuggets during last spring's pro basketball playoffs, 
where his antics very nearly drew a technical foul from 
referee Earl Strom. 
"Hey, Earl," a Supersonic fan remarked upon spotting 
Strom before the next game in Seattle. "Can you manage to 
give us a little edge tonight?" 
"SURE," Strom replied. "Just tell that gawdamn chicken 
not to show up again!" 
But the chicken always returns to his home roost and it was 
bad form for Turner to attempt to steal him, merely to repeat 
his role as mascot A proper baseball showman like Bill 
Veeck, if able to sign the same fowl, would send him to the 
plate in the fifth inning against the Yankees and then 
challenge Bowie Kuhn to prove that a chicken covered with 
feathers Is out of uniform. 
However, we are now properly forewarned of the direction 
in which big—league sports are headed. Instead of tam- 
pering with rival managers or signing free—agent players, 
franchise owners now covet rival mascots, bands and 
pompon girls. 
The attempted theft of the chicken is akin to learning that 
Al Davis of the Raiders has abducted two of the Dallas 
Cowgirls in one of Otis Sistrunk's old capes, and Is escaping 
from Irving Stadium in a hijacked blocking sled. 
Previously, we have always admired Ted Turner, 
especially for his celebrated appearance after successfully 
defending the America's Cup as skipper of the yacht 
Courageous. 
TURNER WAS THE AUTHOR of one of the most inspiring 
victory speeches ever delivered from beneath a table. His 
address drew inspiration from Captain Bligh, Vince Lom- 
bard!, Sir Thomas Upton and Foster Brooks. 
And it would have been interesting to sit in on his debates 
with the IRS, when Turner unveiled his plan to depreciate his 
$100,000 chicken. 
But the chicken belongs in San Diego, once the home of 
basketball's only seven—foot, three—inch invisible coach, 
Wilt Chamberlain, of the late lamented Conquistadors. 
After an, that was the residence of the 1973 Charger football 
team which lost U games and was judged so peculiar its 
history was written by the team psychiatrist. 
SAN DIEGO NOW HAS the only baseball team franchised 
to traffic in base hits and banana shakes, its fortunes 
directed by hamburger czar Ray Kroc. It's the only team 
where the players refer to a home run as a quarter—pounder. 
When a San Diego pitcher throws a spltbaU, he first "loads 
it" on a dill pickle slice secreted in his glove. 
San Diego deserves its big bird, and the chicken deserves 
San Diego. 
Nevertheless, Ted Turner must be credited as the architect 
of a novel idea. 
And If his offer of $100,000 to a chicken seems excssive, 
just remember that the Seattle Pilots once paid $175,000 
apiece for Gerry Schoen, Dick Baney and Mike Perraro. 
And they couldn't imitate Al Jolsoa 
Palmisano 'Dream come true' 
Newsphotoby Dave Ryan 
TALENTED TUTOR- At the young age of 2*, Gary Palmisano Is boss of 
BG's undefeated soccer team. 
Injury still plagues Smith 
(AP)—The Cleveland CavaUers said that 
seven—foot center Elmore Smith's bruised 
knee continues to hamper his movements and 
that he would miss Wednesday night's 
National Basketball Association exhibition 
game against the Boston Celtics at Portland, 
Maine. 
Smith, who has had the knee drained twice 
since the beginning of training camp two 
weeks ago, has been unable to take part in 
regular workouts. 
The CavaUers said the veteran center did 
not make the trip to Portland and Is 
questionable for Friday night's final 
exhibition game against the New Jersey Nets 
at Piscataway, N.J. 
By Sberl Campbell 
My goal was to be in the position at the age of 30, 
and I'm here at the age of 26, Gary Palmisano, the 
new men's varsity soccer coach said. 
Palmisano has been at the University since 1970 
as a player and assistant coach for the Falcon 
hooters. "It's like a dream come true for me," 
Palmisano said. "Anybody would want to coach at 
their alma mater and the place you played for." 
Besides his coaching responsibilities, 
Palmisano also teaches a tennis class and is the 
director of the University summer sports school. 
Of the three, Palmisano enjoys teaching and 
coaching more. 
"THE ADMINISTRATION GETS to the point 
where you're pushing a lot of papers, but then 
again after teaching and coaching for a while, the 
administration is a nice break and by the time the 
summer comes to an end, I'm looking forward to 
the season and getting back Into the teaching," he 
said. 
Rather than developing his own coaching 
philosophy, Palmisano emulates former coach 
Micky Cochrane. 
"I have to give credit to Mickey Cochrane, the 
person who started the program 13 years ago," 
Palmisano said. 
"There's a cliche alot of Mlckeyism In me 
' and I guess there's a lot of Palmlsanoism in me, 
too, and the combination of the both, we're 3—0, 
so the combination seems to be pretty successful," 
he said, before last night's 5—1 victoty over 
Wooster that made them 4—0. 
Even though the Falcons are enjoying a suc- 
cessful season, Palmisano has set few goals for the 
team. He believes in taking things day by day, 
game by game and hoping "that at the end of 90 
minutes the sun shines, and if it doesn't well, then, 
there's always tomorrow.'' 
"WE TRY TO CHANGE a few things like taking 
pride in our program and have regard for each 
other, coping with the situation and being 
professional about it," Palmisano said. 
One of Palmisano's goals this year was to beat 
Miami in Oxford , and his squad accomplished 
that last weekend with a 3—2 victory. It was the 
first time BG came home a winner from Oxford. 
"We were down 2—0 at the balftime and we 
scored three goals in the last 30 minutes. That 
shows a lot of maturity and poise and patience on 
our part," Palmisano said. 
Palmisano has nothing but praise for his har- 
d—working team. He changed the format of 
preseason training this year to three daily sessions 
instead of two. It looks like the extra work is 
paying off. 
"We'd start at 6:45 in the morning and finish 
sometimes at 11:00 at night and they hung in 
there and worked reaUy hard, and I think it's 
starting to pay off," Palmisano said. 
"THERE'S FEW THINGS that I ask for (from 
the team): concentration, I ask for brilliance 
alot They know when they please me and they 
know when they don't please me. And when you 
ask for sacrifices and you win, it Just reinforces 
what you're doing. If we were 0—3 things would 
be a little worse right now," he said. 
It looks like things will be getting better each 
year for the Falcon boaters. Palmisano feels the 
future is bright for the soccer program and that 
the University has the best faculties In the Mid- 
west 
"We lose very few recruits that we get to visit 
the campus. BGSU sells Itself to the recurits." 
Palmisano said. 
•The talent each year Is getting beter. When I 
went out for the team.most guys started in high 
school. Some played four years and some played 
not at aU. Now we're starting to get youngsters 
from the youth programs,'' he said. 
"Right now I have a youngster on the team 
(John Bertrams) who has been playing for nine 
years and he's 18 years old," Palmisano said. 
AS FOR HIS OWN FUTURE, Palmisano 
said he would like to stay in Bowling Green 
"forever." "I've been here since 1970, but if 
somebody came up to me in the near future and 
gave me an offer I couldn't refuse in a place I 
wanted to, I'd probably go." 
When asked U he would ever consider coaching 
professional soccer, Palmisano was quick to 
answer, "no." 
"There's too much pressure. Maybe that's the 
reason I don't want to go into a full grant—In—aid 
program. The pros are expected to win, and when 
you're a full grant—In—aid you're expected to 
win. That gives you ulcers and I don't want to get 
ulcers from coaching," he said. 
"I don't know If I want to get myself or my 
baUplayers in a situation that we're pressured to 
do something. Right now when we go out on the 
field to win we do it in an enjoyable manner," he 
continued. 
As for the immediate future, Palmisano plans to 
attend the national coaches convention in Atlanta 
and the United States Soccer Federation Coaching 
School In Florida to earn his coaching license. 
Palmisano then plans to spend three in 
California with the Athletes in Action Christian 
soccer team. There he will be joining former 
Falcon teammates Steve Cabalka and Chris 
Bartels who are playing on the Athletes in Action 
team. 
(Oklahoma still No. 1 
The Top Twenty teams in The Associated 
Press college football poU, with first-place 
votes in parentheses and season records. 
1) Oklahoma (38), 44W, 2) Southern Cal (14), 
4-0-0, S) Michigan (6), 4*0,4) Arkansas (3), 
3-0-0,5) Penn State (2),5*0,6) Texas 3-0-0,7) 
Texas A&M 3*0, 8) Alabama 3-1-0, 9) Pitt- 
sburgh 3*0, 10) Nebraska 3-1-0,11) Louisiana 
State 3*0,12) Maryland 4*0,13) Colorado 4- 
0-0, 14) Ohio State 2-1-0,15) Iowa State 4*0, 
16) UCLA 3-1-0,17) Stanford 3-1-0,18) Florida 
St 3-1-0,19) Auburn 3*0, 20) North Carolina 
St. 4*0 
Gee, but that's nice, it's 
even got ice! 
Order any large pi^a arwi you 
can gel up lo 4 free Pepsi s II 
you order a small pi/7.1  you can 
get 2 free Pepsi s    no coupon 
necessary   all you navr ■    | 
is ash 
Call us lor last 
Iree deiivcv 
352-1539      IS 




"WHY NOT?" BEER BLAST 
25 ICE COLD KEGS AND LOTS OF MUSIC 
Friday, October 6     8:00 - ? 
N. E. Commons *r\pceeds go to Trie link* 
VMVwVVVMVVMVwVV*VVVVV^^AM^AMAMMr^»NM^AAAArSMA^MAMrV«M 
mm vmvv 
7«> AT KAPPA SIGMA HOUSE 
CONJOIN 
^flUGEItf WDBBRP9 1 
UNIVERSITY THEATER 
and the 
MOLIDAy INN OF BOWLING GREEN 
PROUDLY PRESENT 
Hours: 
Sun. thru Thurs. 
4:30 p.m. - 2 o.m. 
Fri. 8 Sat. 
4:30 p.m. • 3 a.m 
I 
'"Cabaret 




Oct. 13ft 14. 20 ft 21. 27 ftv'Nov 3 ty' 10 ft 11 
A dehghtful fantasy with ■ point of Wew and a touch of satire in the 
generally lovingly-lavdrt wil TIM Fantaettcfca * a atory about young low* 
Th.a is in* wonderful Mile musical, which captured tha hearts of audiences 
tor nearly thirty yaw* with memorable lunaa avch aa -Try To Rernemoer." 
Soon Us Gonna Rain' and "Rape Belief " 
teaclal Eictweh* Dinner Theatre f>a*lormeneee 
collect 
Micfci While 
Holiday Inn Bowling Graen 
tMOE Wooaiar 
Bowling Graen. Ohto 4J40? 
419 352 5211 
CURTAIN TIME 8 OOP M 
Bring Your Group Or Orgeniraiion 
ADUUSSSOO 
STUOENTS»3 50twilM D ) 
3TTITTTTTTTTIIIIIIITIIO 
It's super-special treat-time 
The        /~b The Mad 
Greek /    M Greek Sub 
Hot 
Dog 
Fresh smoked sausage, 
lopped with special 
meat sauce and onion. 
(Some say Iff, belter 
than the Hungarian's.) 
39c 
3 for $1.09 
Regularly 50c each 
Turkey, smoked 
beef, boiled ham, 
cheddar cheese, 
lettuce and tomato. 




a mixture of seasoned meats, tomatoes, lettuce 
and onion. Served in a grilled peeta 
"pocket bread'.' 
 69c R«g"'"-'y »7c  
Mediterranean Buffet Breakfast $2.19 
7\xe ■£€*& (iouaecYwu 
The unique sandwich shop 
Toledo-1910 Laskey and 2735 Navarre 
Bowling Green—510 East Wooster 
Eat in or Take out 
Page M Thunday, October 5,1*78 The BG New* 
Royals knot series; Dodgers take lead 
Gura and Patek beat Yanks LA. homers sink Phils 
(AP) - Freddie Patek, the smallest regular in the major 
leagues, walloped a two-run homer and Kansas City rode the 
pitching of Larry Gura and two relievers to a KM victory over 
the New York Yankees Wednesday in the second game of the 
American League cahmpionship series. 
The victory tied the best-of-five playoff H, with Game 3 
scheduled for Friday at Yankee Stadium. 
THE ROYALS HAD staked Gura to an early M lead, 
knocking out Yankees starter Ed Figueroz with a four-run 
second inning. The Kansas City southpaw, who was 
discarded by New York two years ago, pitched easily until 
the seventh, when four Yankees' hits produced two runs and 
Marty Pattin was summoned from the Royal's bullpen. 
With Kansas City leading 5-2; the inning started routinely 
enough as Darrell Porter flied out to right field Pete LaCock 
followed with a double off the right field wall, then Clint 
Hurdle sent a long drive that backed Reggie Jackson to the 
fence in right. 
Sports 
JACKSON TRIED for a leaping catch, but the ball fell for a 
triple, scoring LaCock. Willie Wilson ran for Hurdle, and with 
the Yankees' infield drawn in for a play at the plate, Al 
Cowens bounced to third baseman Graig Nettles. The throw 
to catcher Thurman Munson was in plenty of time, but Wilson 
barrelled into Munson, sending him flying. 
With the capacity crowd 41,-158 howling, both teams 
returned to their benches and Patek stepped to the plate. At 
5-foot-4, he hardly seemed a power threat, but the tiny 
Royals' shortstop reached the left field seats for a two-run 
homer and an 8-2 Kansas City lead 
Frank White then grounded out for the third out of the 
inning, but nobody on the field seemed to realize it. The nine 
Yankees in the field stayed at their positions and George 
Brett, the next Kansas City hitter, moved toward the batter's 
box. The umpires also maintained their positions. 
Finally, someone on the Yankees' bench apparently 
realized that the Royals had used their complement of three 
outs and began shouting at umpire Garcia. 
Steve Garvey hit two home runs and a triple as the Los 
Angeles Dodgers power passed the Philadelphia Phillies 9—6 
in the first game of the National League Championship 
played last night in Philadelphia. 
The Phillies scored first when Greg Luxinskl tripled 
against the right field wall and Mike Schmidt hit a sacrifice 
fly to center field In the second inning. 
Then with one out in the third inning, Davey Lopes hit a 
double and Bill Russell then reached on an error by Schmidt 
Reggie Smith singled in the tying run, then Garvey drilled a 
Larry Christenson pitch over the left—field wall to give the 
Dodgers a 4—1 lead they never relinquished. 
The Dodgers struck again in the fourth inning when Rick 
Monday hit a deep fly to center field that Garry Maddox 
misplayed into a triple, then Lopes hit a home run over the 
left-field wall to make it 6—1. 
Garvey then ripped a triple and scored on Ron Cey's single 
in the fifth inning to stretch the lead to 7—1. 
The Phillies then came back with three runs in the bottom 
of the fifth on four consecutive singles. Maddox drilled in two 
runs with his hit, then rode in on Rich Hebner's single, the hit 
that drove Dodger starter Burt Hooton out of the game. 
Steve Yeager, a .193 hitter In the regular season, then 
greeted Philly reliever Rawly Eastwick with a 400—toot 
home run in the sixth inning that made the score 8—4. 
Garvey then hit the second home run in the top of the ninth 
inning. 
The Dodgers broke a National League playoff series record 
with 30 total bases. 
Bob Welsh was the winning pitcher in relief, while 
Christenson took the loss. 
The second game is today at 2 p.m. in Philadelphia. Dick 
Ruthven will face the Dodgers' Tommy John. 
Booters thrash Wooster 
FLYING HIGH-BG senior Bob Brthm goes high in the air to block a ball 
in yesterday's game against Wooster. 
Newspnoto bv Dave Ryan 
Bonds may not report to wigwam; 
Tribe promises more trades 
(AP) - Outfielder Bobby Bonds, traded to the Cleveland 
Indians by the Texas Rangers, says he does not know if he 
will report to the Indians. 
"As of now I'm unemployed," he said, but pointed out that 
all major leaguers who are not in the playoffs are unem- 
ployed. 
"I'm going to scout around and see if there are any high 
school jobs open. Maybe I can help out in a college." 
BONDS, WHO HIT 31 home runs and stole 43 bases for the 
Rangers last season, refused to say if his remarks mean he 
may be out of organized baseball next year. 
Bonds, 32, and relief pitcher Len Barker, 23, were traded to 
Cleveland for relief pitcher Jim Kern and utility inflelder 
Larvell Blanks. 
The Indians also picked up relief pitcher Bobby Cue liar and 
outfielder Dave Rivera in payment for Johnny Grubb, who 
was dealt to the Rangers during the season. 
If Bonds does not play, he will forfeit the four years 
remaining on a lucrative five year pact 
"THEY CAN CRAM the money," Bonds said "Money 
doesn't make it I'm sick of talking about money. It doesn't 
pacify a person... I don't play ball for money. I play because 
I like it" 
The Cleveland Plain Dealer quoted sources as saying 
Bonds has had a grudge against Indians President Ga be Paul 
since Paul traded Bonds from the New York Yankees several 
years ago. 
'Tve never lied to him," said PauL 'You never make a 
commitment to a ballplayer. It's stupid I never told Urn I 
wouldn't trade him, but maybe he thought I did... I thought 
our relations were good, but maybe they are not." 
Paul said he and Brad Corbett, Rangers owner, negotiated 
Monday for the players. 
"We finally closed the deal at midnight," said PauL "We 
shook hands on it in the men's room." 
Other Indians officials were overjoyed at the trades. 
'TM REALLY TICKLED about this," said Indians 
General Manager Phil Seghi, who is in Kansas to watch the 
American League playoffs. "We have satisfied part of our 
search for power and speed. 
"This is only the beginning. We plan more moves and we're 
going after pitching. I do believe that Barker can take Kern's 
place on the staff." 
Indians Manager Jeff Torborg, reached at his home in 
Mountainside, N.J., said the Indians "needed a hammer in 
the lineup and we got one in Bobby Bonds." 
He also said Barker can throw "a strawberery through the 
side of a submarine," referring to Barker's more than 90 
mph fastball. 
Torborg said he hates to see Kern, "a friend and a fine 
ballplayer," leave the Indians. 
"But you don't get talent unless you give up talent," he 
said. "Anytime you get a hammer and three rookies in a deal 
like this it is equivalent to an early Christmas present" 
Pruitt to see action this Sunday 
(AP)-The Cleveland Browns got two big boosts Wed- 
nesday when injured halfback Greg Pruitt began doing some 
running and the National Football League team picked up 
veteran offensive lineman George Buehler in a trade with the 
Oakland Raiders. 
Pruitt, who has missed the last three games because of a 
severe calf bruise, did not take part in contact drills, but did 
get in some heavy conditioning work. 
Cleveland Coach Sam Rutigliano, who earlier this week 
called Pruitt a "very doubtful" performer for Sunday's game 
at New Orleans, said Wednesday he may dress for the game 
with the Saints. 
The Browns traded "undisclosed future draft choices" to 
the raiders for Buehler, 31, a 6-foot-2, 270-pounder who was 
Oakland's No. 2 draft pick in 1969. 
Buehler, a former Stanford star, will help take up the slack 
for injured starting guard Henry Sheppard, who is expected 
to miss at least two more games because of a twisted knee. 
By Dave LewandowsU 
Staff Reporter 
A pair of goals by Dennis Mepham and Eric Sorensen 
paced the Bowling Green soccer team to a 5—1 thrashing of 
visiting Wooster College yesterday. 
The victory kept BG's unbeaten string going at four and 
avenged a heartbreaking 1—0 defeat at the hands of the 
Fighting Scots last season. 
Falcon coach Gary Palmisano said the Falcons were ready 
for the game mentally and prepared for the supposedly 
strong Scots. 
"WE DIDN'T GIVE them a chance to get on their game," 
Palmisano said. "We ran them and didn't let them beat us to 
the ball." 
The potent Falcon offense pumped 21 shots at Wooster 
goalie Todd Drennan. The Falcons have scored 13 goals in 
their first four encounters, something they didn't do last 
season until their ninth game. 
A sluggish start by both teams was livened— up at the 21:39 
mark of the first half when Eric Sorensen scored on a penalty 
kick. 
THAT GOAL SEEMED to catch the Falcon offense on fire 
as John Bertrams turned a high Mepham pass into a goal at 
the 27:21 mark of the half. Mepham's pass was knocked in 
front of the goal by Dieter Wimmer and Bertrams came from 
the other side to score on a head shot 
Mepham then scored his first goal of the game on a diving 
head shot into the comer of the Wooster net on a pass from 
Allan Luisi. 
With their backs to the wall, Wooster came out storming in 
the Falcon zone. The Scots kept offensive pressure on the 
Falcons for a five minute period with the BG defense rising to 
the occasion on each Wooster threat. 
MEPHAM GAVE THE Falcons their next goal at the 5:46 
mark of the second half, stealing the ball in front of the 
Wooster net and finding the open comer. 
BG closed out their scoring at the 7:34 mark when Sorensen 
took a pass from Mepham and beat the fallen goalie. 
The Scots finally got on the board as Stu Maurer beat 
Falcon goalie Bob Alarcon after the BG defense failed to 
clear a pass out of the middle of the field. 
BUT IT WAS too little too late at the time as Palmisano 
cleared the bench giving his regulars a well deserved rest 
We needed a complete team effort from everyone and got 
it," Palmisano said. "We're getting balanced scoring from 
everyone and the front line did a tremendous Job. They were 
complimented by the links who were complimented by the 
defense." 
The Falcons will enjoy the luxury of a week off before they 
face Ohio State next Wednesday. 
Persell MAC Player of Week 
(AP) - Jerome Persell, Western Michigan's record- 
breaking tailback, has won the Mid-American Conference 
offensive football Player of the Week honors for the second 
successive time. 
The 181-pound senior from Detroit gained 209 yards in 
Western Michigan's 24-20 decision over Bowling Green, the 
third straight game he has gone over 200 yards rushing. 
It marked a league record and tied the national major 
college standard previously shared by Penn State's John 
Cappelletti and Bill Marek of Wisconsin. 
Meanwhile, Kent State tackle Mike Zele became the Mid- 
American defensive Player of the Week for the first time this 
season. 
The 6-foot-3, 236-pound senior from Euclid, Ohio, came up 
with a B-tackle performance In the Flashes' 20-14 victory 
over Ohio University. Zele had three stops behind the line. 
Other offensive nominees were Jack Streicher of Miami, 
Jerry Parker of Northern Illinois, Ray Hinton of Ball State, 
Dan Shetler of Bowling Green, Bobby Wlndom of Eastern 
Michigan, Kevin Babcock of Ohio and Mike Huth of Kent 
State. 
Additional defensive candidates for a panel fo newsmen 
were Ken Kremer of Ball State, Eric Manns of Western 
Michigan, Tedd Lucas of Ohio, Joe Farais of Miami, John 
Gotwald of Toledo, Buster Johnson of Eastern Michigan, 
Robert Jackson of Central Michigan, Steve Claussen of 
Northern Illinois and Jim Mitolo of Bowling Green. 
Johnson leaves Cincy turmoil 
(AP) - 'It was like shoveling sand against the tide; it just 
kept coming back at me," Bill Johnson said while trying to 
explain why he resigned as coach of the Cincinnati Bengals. 
Johnson stepped down Monday after the Bengals had lost 
their fifth straight National Football League game in a row. 
"I don't like a lot of turmoil and controversy which was 
surrounding our football team," Johnson said "Maybe a 
fresh look will turn things around. 
"Physically - even mentally - I feel fine. Naturally, it's 
embarrassing, but I'm a big boy now." 
JOHNSON RETREATED to a private fishing club north of 
Columbus after announcing his resignation. 
"On my way home," he said, "a thought occurred to me. I 
passed a funeral home. I looked at the hearse and thought to 
myself, "that is the end. This is not the end of me." 
What he will do, Johnson doesn't know, but he doesn't think 
that he will continue in the Bengals' organization. 
"No, I don't believe so," Johnson said. 
Johnson emphasized that he believed General Manager 
Paul Brown had allowed him to run the team the way be 
wanted. 
Brown recalled that Johnson knocked on his door Monday 
morning while the general manager was watching movies of 
last weekend's loss to San Francisco. 
"I KNOW THINGS are in a terrible shambles," Johnson 
said. 'I think something has to be done" 
"I think so too Bill," Brown recalled saying. "It's a dif- 
ficult thing you're going through and Pm going through it 
too." 
At that point, Johnson resigned, saying, "I think it would be 
better for every body." 
Brown accepted the resignation. 
"I tried not to be unkind to a guy under stress," Brown 
said. 
Johnson had been offensive line coach before assuming 
head coaching duties in January 1976. At that time. Brown 
decided to devote all his time to his duties as general 
manager. 
The 52-year-old Johnson was in his 32nd season in the 
National Football League. 
"I've been here a long time and I feel I've had a hand In sh- 
paing this franchise," Johnson concluded. "I'm just sorry I 
wasn't around for the finish." 
Rutigliano keeps cool 
(AP)-Sam Rutigliano projects the image of a man who if 
punched in the nose would calmly ask his assailant, "Now 
why did you do that?" 
Rutigllano,flve games into his first head coaching 
assignment in the National Football League.appears un- 
flappable. 
What else can you call a man who still can smile after 
watching Ms team lose its superstar runner and its top 
defensive back with injuries, as well as two straight games 
punctuated by controversial calls by the officials? 
"Hey, the fate of the world doesn't hinge on a football 
game," Rutigliano says. 
The slim, black-haired Rutigliano, wearing chocolate 
brown slacks and a light brown cardigan sweater, looks more 
like a school teacher than a football coach as he walks calmly 
up and down the sidelines during a game. 
"Why get excited?" he asks. "You've prepared the team 
and they know what they're supposed do. On game day, 
there's very little, If anything, you could do to change what's 
going on out there." 
It appears Rutigliano is following In the low-key footsteps 
of fellow NFL coaches Tom Landry and Bud Grant, both of 
whom have gained a reputation for their stone-faced 
sidelines approach. 
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